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MASTER'S OFFERED
IN PHYSICAL THERAPY

Former New York Congresswoman Shirley Chisholm sees in today's "mini bloodless·
political revolution" a retrogression of gains made in the past 30 years, particularly in
This winter, Eastern became the first
Beginning in fall 1995, Eastern will
civil rights.
institution ever to receive an award from
offer a master's in physical therapy
"People seem to be suffering from a kind
degree program, replacing the current
People to People International for
of compassion fatigue," she said during her
baccalaureate program. The state's
superior performance in advancing the
Feb. 15 visit to EWU. "It's as if they're saying,
Higher Education Coordinating Board
cause of international education.
'I'm tired of you and the problems that came
approved the new program at Eastern,
Emanual Portolese, national director
forward in the '60s.' There's a meanspiritedof the People to People Student Ambassa.:.
noting that the trend nationwide is to
ness today that I just didn't see back then.
- dor Program, said that because of work
prepare physical therapists with a
Chisholm; the first black woman elected
done by Eastern, "thousands of young
master's degree because, among other
to Congress (1968), met with journalism
reasons, they now often work in standmen and women from all over the United
students on campus and spoke on "Human
_States have had their educations im- '
alone settings and supervise other health
a_nd Civil Rights in a Conservative Era." Her
professionals.
proved" through international travel and
; presentation, sponsored by the Associated
study experiences .
The master's program will have
. - Students of EWU,· marks the beginning of an
additional prerequisites and an expanded
effort by ASEWU to bring nationally known
research component and will take nine
· speakers to campus at least once each year.
quarters to complete.
"What we want to do is to increase the
caliber of the dialogue on issues of concern to
students," said Jerry Irwin, associate director
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING APPROVED AT EWU
of student activities and organizations.
Chisholm made history in 1972 by
A tentative collective bargaining agreement has been approved by the Eastern
seriously campaigning or the Demo~ratic Party nomination for president, the first black
faculty in a non-binding vote. It was approved by Eastem's Board of Trustees in April.
woman to seek the nation's highest office. Although retired from politics for more than a
The agreement-which covers such issues as equity in pay, a new grievance
decade, she has lost none of her passion:
procedure arid spending levels for libraries and research - had been negotiated this
On the GOP: "I'm very concerned about the Republican Party .. .It is well known that
winter by bargaining teams of the United Faculty of Eastern and Eastern's administraeducation is not one of their burning issues ... But, education is th~ key to changing
tion. Negotiations were collaborative and interest-based, similar to the collaborative
everything, to getting off welfare, having good jobs, or getting training for jobs."
process followed by the Unite~ Auto Workers and General Motors in establishing the
On Affirmative Action: "It's an artificial means to see to it that we do what is right...If Saturn plant.
there is a 10% set-aside,well, who do you think gets the other 90%?" ·
, Of the faculty members who voted on March 16, 68% approved the agreement. In a
·On Bill Clinton: "He has very good intentions, but he is not surrounded by the
separate vote the same day, UFE members voted 97% in favor of union ratification of
caliber of people who can do the job. Clinton _is bogged down by indecisiveness, but his
the agreement. A week later, on March 23, a special EWU Board of Trustees meeting
hear.t isin.therightp}a<;e.",· .-· ~·- - :--; · ,. -=~- ~-:" .·, -- .• ,· ,..·.
was held, during which comments were heard from affected parties .
.,. ; On,~.elfa~e ~eforil)":
~
'.r
~ ~
Eastern's faculty were the first among the state's public four-year colleges and
~hich ~orriari ·might reach ~the white ·House: "l'd keep an eye on Diane Feinstein."
universities to seek collective bargaining in the spring of 1994, with each step of the
On the bottom line: "lt musfbe the amelioration of the human condition."
.way being potentially precedent-setting.
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MAY 4 FOUNDER'S DAY HONORS FACULTY

& STAFF

Found"er's Day May 4 cerebrates the founding ofEastern in the spring of 1882. It
honors contributions in teaching, the advancement of the body of knowledge and .
exemplary service of some outstanding faculty and staff members:
Trustees' Medal: Dr. 0. Jerry Parker, professor of chemistry and Department of
Chemistry chair;
Classified Distinguished Service Award: Shirley Dacey, secretary supervisor, Department of Psychology;
Administrative Exempt Distinguished Service Award: Carolyn S. Olafson, director of
Benefits Administration;
PTI/Pacific Corp Foundation Faculty Achievement Award:
·college of Business and Public Administration_: Dr. Nancy J. Birch, associate
. professor of management information -systems;
College of Education and Human Development: Dr. Paul Green, professor of
physical education, health & recreation;
College of Letters, Arts, and Social Sciences: Dr. Susan Stearns, assistant professor
o( communication studies; Dr. Lynn Brinckmeyer, assistant professor of music;
College of Science, Mathe.matics, and Technology: Dr. David Jabon, assistant ·
professor of mathematics.
Awards and recognition will take place at.a 2 p.m. convocation in Showalter Hall
Auditorium on the Cheney campus. Featured speaker will be Dr. Lynn Hunt, professor of
history at the University of Pennsylvania, who will speak on "Multiculturalism and the
Uses of History." Alumni and the public are invited. To R.S.V.P. call (509) 623-4335 . .
Cover Photo: Dr, John Buchanan 'e__xplores a passageway in Blue Creek Cave, Belize.

Editor's Note: The artist who drew the illustration of a bear which accompanied an article
on the Salish language in the Winter '95 issue of Perspective (p. 9) was not identified. We
regret this omission. The artist was Jennifer Jordan, a Spokane illustrator.
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BUCHANAN
by John Soennichsen
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Back in Pennsylvania when he was
just 13 years old, John Buchanan never
dreamed he would one day set foot inside
a 2,000-year-old Mayan burial chamber ·
deep within a massive cave system in the
country of Belize. At that early age,
crawling under the ground was merely a
fascination of his - a source for fun - and
he wasn't at all sure what he wanted to do
with his professional life. But that was
· also the year his eighth grade earth
science teacher would become a major
influence on him and change the direction of his life.
"He was a bonafide geologist as well
as an educator," Buchanan recalls. "He
, was willing to help students outside the
class if they had the interest - and I did.
He loaned books to me, took me on
expeditions to gather fossils - that sort of
thing. I guess I was in the ninth grade
when I actually mapped my first cave.
And, of course, I jumped right into a
geology major and continued my cave
exploring at the same time."

HUNTING HIDDEN AQUIFERS
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Now a professor of geology at
Eastern; Buchanan is a highly regarded
expert in sedimentology - the study of~
sedimentary materials on the earth's
surface and how water affects them.
Teaching both senior and graduate-level
courses in hydrogeology and sedimentology, he also is w~dely in,demand by city ·
and county gDvernments and by the .
Washington State Department of Ecology
(DOE) for his expertise in locating and
mapping underground aquifers.
"Most of the consumptive water in
eastern Washington - probably more than
90 percent," says Buchanan, "comes from
below the ground. So, clearly, the cities
and countie; in our region need to
understand the extent of these systems in
order to supply our current needs and to
accommodate any anticipated growth."
Of the eight to 10 regional aquifer
projects for which Buchanan serves as a
consultant, the most complex is his work

with the Spokane Aquifer, which serves
the needs of a half million people.
Buchanan's principle task has been to
create a series of mathematical models
via computer which visualize the hidden
resources of water available to the
county. Once the aquifer can be "seen,"
then Buchanan can construct a series of
"what if' scenarios to determine both the
availability of and anticipated demand for
that water.
"It's generally a question of amount
that drives the project," says B'uchanan.
"'How much is there?' and 'how much
will we need?' are the basic questions I
deal with."
Buchanan's work with Spokane .
County has progressed from large-scale
modeling of the aquifer as a whole, down
to the identification of individual wellhead protection areas. Each municipal or
community well within the county, of
which there are about 150, has what is
referred to as a capture zone. Buchanan
explains that while most people probably
think of the aquifer as a big underground
bathtub with hundreds of hoses or wells
tapping its water, that image needs to be
modified to account for the flow of water
within that system.
"It's not a perfect analogy," he says,
"but the Spokane Aquifer can be loosely
compared to a .river, in that the water is
always moving and the level rises and
falls. This means that certain parts of the
aquifer naturally travel towards, specific
wellhead areas. That's how we define
capture zones."
Buchanan has created similar
mathematical models-for the Chamokane
Valley and the Little Spokane River .
aquifers. He also has done hydrogeologic
consulting for the West Plains cities of
Cheney, Medical Lake and Airway
Heights, where basalt formations cause
underground water to behave in a
radically different way than Spokane's
aquifer. The chief trait shared by all West
Plains aquifers is their apparent continued depletion.
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Groundwater table
map of the Spokane
valley portion of the
Spokane Valley/
Rathdrum Prairie
Aquifer system
produced by computer
simulation utilizing
MODFLOW
(Buchanan and
Olness, 1993).
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Watery entrance to Petrogylph Cave, Belize.

"All of these communities have
drilled new wells within the past few
years," he notes. "And as population
increases, water levels lower and the
drought continues, we may eventually
see aquifer depletion problems."
Working with Ray Soltero, EWU
professor of biology and dean of the
College of Science, Mathematics and
Technology, Buchanan has been involved
in DOE-funded studies to measure the
trophic status (relative health from a
chemical/biological standpoint) of Deer
Lake, Long Lake and West Medical Lake.
He also has worked with the Spokane
Indian Tribe in collaboration with Allan
Scholz, a biology professor at Eastern. In
this case, Buchaiian's computer models
have not only measured available water,
but considered effects that increased
levels of farm irrigation may have on
native fish.
"Irrigation is an issue all over the
western United States," he says. "Will
there be enough water left to continue
this type of farming indefinitely, or will
we have to return to dry land farming?"
Water quality issues are also within
Buchanan's venue.
"You can't read the paper these days
without seeing something about the
effects of landfills or sewers on the
aquifer. The potential for water contamination is an issue we'll have to deal with
for the foreseeable future. "
Buchanan says if he can get any
major concept across to his students and
the local governments who make decisions regarding water usage, it would be
that water - like gas and oil and minerals
- can also be a non-renewable resource.
"Ask most people where their water
comes from and they'll point to a water
tower," he says. "But it's really more like
mining for gold or silver. You keep taking
minerals out of the ground until one day
they're gone. And, to a large degree, the
same thing can happen to an aquifer."

EASTERN WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY• PERSPECTIVE • ~PRING

Caver Art Fortini in Upper Passage,
Petroglyph Cave.

MAPPING THE UNKNOWN
When Buchanan is not teaching,
conducting research or providing
consultation services, he spends most of
his free time pursuing his professional
avocation - cave exploration and mapping - which takes him all over the
Western Hemisphere. The plain fact is
that more people probably associate his
name with his caving activities than with
the other important work he does.
Buchanan grins at this suggestion, but
agrees.
"Cave research is the highest profile
work I do ... the sexiest, you might say.
But it actually accounts for only about
20% of my total research activities."
_ Perhaps the most exotic locale in
which he has pursued such underground
excursions is the dense jungle terrain of
Belize, Central America. Deep in the
· middle of barely-explored wilderness lies
the cave system dubbed 'Petroglyph' for
the Mayan carvings found on its walls.
.Though the cave system was rediscovered ·
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minute and descending sheer rock faces
the next. They may even need to be
prepared for rafting underground rivers.
"More than anything," says
Buchanan·, "I think it's the notion of
being the first human to see something
that appeals to me most. When you
explore a cave, what you're really doing is
pushing new frontiers. You can round
one corner and find a Mayan pot, make
another turn and run into a collecfion of
human remains, or squ~eze through a
narrow passage into a huge chamber full
of limestone decorations."
On other occasions, Buchanan has
run into things he would rather not such as the extremely high levels of
radon he-encountered not once but twice
while exploring a karst area in
Wyoming's Big Horn Mountains during
the summer of 1988. His first exposure
was in a virgin cave he discovered and

by modern explorers more than 20 years
ago, it still has not been fully explored.
"That's one of the things that's so
fascinating about caves," Buchanan says.
"Even when a cave system has been
known about for some time, there are
always new discoveries to be made."
Perhaps even more exciting to
Buchanan is the fact that some 95
percent of the surrounding karst, or
porous limestone region, is completely
unexplored. It seems likely to him and
other explorers that additional cave
openings will be found in the region,
where Petroglyph Cave has already been
determined to be the second largest ·
system in Central America.
"In the academic world, I always get
kidded about having too much fun with
my scientific research," says Buchanan,
"but I have to admit there is a lot of
'Indiana Jones' style adventure involved.
To get where we're going in Belize, for
example, we have to hack through the
jungle, we routinely encounter poisonous
snakes and parasites ... and that's before
we've even gotten inside the cave! Once
inside, we've run into strange Mayan
carvings and pots, human remains
encased in flowstone ... you name it."
Aside from these visually rewarding
aspects of caving, it also is a uniquely
challenging physical test. Those who go
on an expedition must be in excellent
condition and must possess a specific mix
of outdoor skills to participate safely. To
reach a cave, Buchanan and his fellow
explorers may hike for miles. Once
inside, they may find themselves squeezing through minuscule passageways one
¢i!tft'!il!t@¢W@@'!ifti'®0@¢#$®
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Tom Miller in Bluewater Shaft, Papoose Cave.

named La Escondida, Spanish for The
Hidden One. Radon levels in that cave
were 280 picocuries per liter, which is 70
times the level considered safe by the
Environmental Protection Agency. But
that pales in comparison to the levels of
more than one million picocuries he
-encountered in an abandoned uranium
mine in the same region. That reading is
believed to be the highest ever measured
in the natural environment. Had he
known of the intense levels, he would
have worn a respirator and oxygen mask.
"Chemical detectors don't register
readings immediately, the way a Geiger
counter does," he explains. "I had to send
it to a testing lab and didn't know the
results for a week."

At Airchek, a national radon testing
lab, readings were so extreme that the
detector caused a complete shutdown of
the facility. It took three days of intense
work to reactivate it. The mine entrance
has now been sealed so that no one else
will accidentally receive the same
exposure.

SCALING SUBTERRANEAN

MOUNTAINS
Buchanan has explored virtually
every major cave system in the United
States, from 1,600-foot deep Lechuguilla
i.n New Mexico - now considered the
deepest system in North America - to
Jewel Cave in South Dakota, one of the
longest caves with more than 100 miles .
of passageways.
"The numbers are sometimes
staggering," says Buchanan. "In Lech, for
example, it's so deep that we used more
than 6,000 feet of rope. In those kinds of
caves, what we're really doing is mountain climbing in reverse. Instead of
scaling a peak, you're always going down,
down, down, often without the bottom in
sight."
The up and down, fractured nature of
most caves in the western United States
has a lot to do with the topography and
geologic complexity of the landscape,
Buchanan says. In the east, caves tend to
be more elongated, with a flatline profile,
whereas cross-section maps of most .
western cave systems feature stairstep
profiles that sometimes resemble a
seismogram during a major earthquake.
One such system close to our own _
Inland Northwest region is known as
Papoose Cave, and is found in what might
1
at first seem an unlikely spot - the
rugged Salmon River area near Riggins,
Idaho. Along with adjunct professor Tom
Miller, also with Eastern's Geology
Department, Buchanan has spent nearly
every other weekend for the past several
months exploring and mapping this cave. ·
Not only is it a challenging vertical
system, but it also is unusually damp
inside and extremely cool - temperatures
in the mid- 30s are typical. Buchanan and
Miller's continual exploration of every
rock wall and each tiny crevice, is now
revealing Papoose to beJhe largest cave
system in the Pacific Northwest.
"Moving forward a little at a time,"
says Buchanan, "our group of twelve has
pushed through somewhere between two ,
and three thousand feet of new passageway in the p~st two years. I also think the
potential for other significant findings
around the Riggins area is quite good."

.EASTERN WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY• PERSPECTIVE• SPRING

This statement is doubly impressive
because the Pacific Northwest is an area
with few limestone deposits and not a
great many cave systems.
"There are impressive systems over
the border into Canada, but as for the
American Northwest, we're probably
better known for other cave types, such
as lava tubes," says Buchanan. "In fact,
outside of Hawaii, Washington state
holds the record -Ape Cave near Mt. St.
Helens is more than two miles long."
Recently, a small team of photojournalists accompanied Buchanan and Miller
into a portion of Papoose Cave to record
footage for an upcoming television
special about their findings. Unaccustomed to being trailed through the
passages and over the drop-offs,
Buchanan says the lights and cameras
were a strange experience in what is
normally a dark and silent world.
"We're hoping this sort of exposure
might change some people's image of
what cave exploration is all about, " he
says. "Instead of thinking of caves only as
dark, wet, sewer-like passageways, I'm
hoping they'll see how caves can be a
library of information about the earth we
live on."
Just as the passages in both
Petroglyph and Papoose Caves are slowly
being revealed through continuous kneescraping, knuckle-busting. efforts, so has
Buchanan's reputation steadily expanded
over the decade he bas been at Easte,rn.
Not only is -he one of very few geologists
to specialize in the computerized modeling of sedimentary deposits and underground aquifer systems, but he is part of
an even smaller group of scientists who
actively explore and map cave systems on ,
such an ongoing basis.
"I'm fairly certain that Tom (Miller)
and I are the only geologists in the
Pacific Northwest doing what we're
doing," he says. "Fact is, I don't think
there's more than a handful nationwide
who have as aggressive an interest in the
subject."
But that just convinces Buchanan
more that his is an area ripe for continuing discovery and ideal for geology
graduates who possess that extra ounce
of imagination, curiosity and thirst for
the unknown.
"Every geologist has his or her own
area ofpersonal interest," he acknowledges, "but to me, I can't think of
anything else in my field that could be
quite so physically challenging, aesthetically pleasing and intellectually rewarding."
- ·
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just theory any more.
When it comes to the operational
budgets for the state's institutions of
higher education, the picture is quite
clear: the state is footing less and less of
the bill, not only with declining percentages in general fund allocations, but in
real dollars as well. This has left tuition
and such other revenue sources as
grants/contracts, bookstore revenues and
other auxiliary activities scrambling to
fill the growing gap between what the
state will pay and what is needed to
support the basic operation of the
universities - the public universities.
"We're living through the biggest
change in the financing of public higher
education since the rapid expansion in
the late 1960s," said Terry W. Hartle, vice
president of the American Council on
Education, an association of colleges and
universities based in the nation's capital.
The graph on page 7 illustrates
what's been happening at Eastern. (The
ratios are similar at the state's other
public institutions~ )
Concerning funding sources, the
main discussion topic among educators,
legislators and the public is the changing
relationship between state appropriations
for higher education and tuition/st11dent
fees. Fiscal year 1994 revenue sources at
EWU included $36.4 million (41% of the
total operating budget) from state
appropriations and $22.8 million (25.7%)
in tuition/fees . In 1989, the ratio was
49.1% and 20.8% respectively; in 1981, it
was 57.4% and 12.9%
The trend is clear. But why is it
happening? What does it mean for the
future of higher education in the state?
Will it make any difference for your sons
and daughters who will want an education they (or you) can actually afford?
As for the why of the situation, two
observations follow.
George Durrie, Eastern's director of
Government Relations and a professor of
government: "This is part of a retrenchment philosophy that has been picking
up speed in the last few years in the
Legislature and in state government in
response to what is perceived as a
taxpayer rebellion."
Michael Stewart, EWU vice provost
for Planning and Budgeting: "Higher
education falls into the 'unprotected'
portion of the state budget, meaning

Privatization: A declining level of commitment of
state tax dollars necessitating a greater reliance on
tuition and other revenue sources to support the
university's operating programs.*
there is no mandated obligation on the
state's part to fund the growing needs in
higher education. When money starts
getting tight, it's easy to squeeze higher
education because, in many people's
minds, it's seen as a benefit to specific
individuals and not as a part of government benefiting all of society.
"Washington is a generous social
service state with lots of benefits available
to its citizens. These benefits, in addition
to the state's commitment to K-12
education, take a lot of money to provide.
When that money is gone, we're left
standing there with our hat in hand."
Whatever the reason, it is generally
agreed that it is unlikely there will be a
miraculous rebirth of state tax dollar
commitment to reverse the trend toward
the privatizing of revenue sources for the
state's colleges and universities.
,
(It might be pointed out that because
there has not been a step up in state
commitment to higher education,
Washington is ranked dead last of the 50
states in access to public higher education. Access is defined as the percentage
of the population age 17 and older
enrolled in higher education. A hopeful
sign is that the state budget proposed in
the 1995 legislative session by the Senate
Ways and Means Committee sought to
improve this situation by actually
including a 5.9% general fund increase
for higher education for the coming
biennium. As.of this writing, no budget
has yet been approved; the Senate version
is viewed as the highwater mark and a
long-shot to make its way through the
Legislature;)
What does this mean for higher
education?
What it has meant so far has been 'a
shrinking and reshaping of the university beyond mere belt-tightening.
Institutional support services, including
administrative functions, have been
slashed by 26% since the 1991-93
biennium. This has translated into a
reduction in all areas on the nonacademic side of the university, from
financial aid and admissions personnel to

office secretaries, computer training staff
to maintenance workers. The result is
that financial aid processing an:d other
student services take more time, lines are
longer for just about everything, institutional planning and information resources have been all but eliminated, to
name some of the more visible effects.
Although employee cuts i;nade up the
largest share of that cutback, there was
also a significant reduction in dollars for
the basic maintenance of the institution's
physical plant.
Even assuming, for the sake of
agrument, that there was a certain
amount of "fat" in those reductions, .a
report issued in 1994 by the President's
Policy Advisory Commission, a blue
ribbon panel of educators and community merµbers brought together to
examine Eastern's status and recommend
future directions, stated that "political
rhetoric notwithstanding, Eastern has
long ago fallen below the line that
demarcates efficiency cuts from·effectiveness erosion."
"We've turned ourselves inside-out to
keep from touching academic programs
in these cutbacks," George Durrie said.
Okay, so things have gotten less
comfortable for students and more
stressful for faculty and staff on campus.
As long as-the educational quality
remains, why doesn't the university "quit
whining" and either make do or find
some other resources?
"Would that it were that easy,"
Planning and Budgeting's Michael
Stewart said.
Currently, 33.3% of Eastern's
operating budget (FY 1994) comes from
other sources - federal, state and local
grants/contracts; private gifts/grants/
contracts; revenues from auxiliary
enterprises; and from the operation of
self-support academic programs such as
summer session and cooperative educa-

* Al though discussions of privatizing often focus on
such issues as contracting out of services, this article
examines the subject strictly from the point of view of the
changing revenue source base for public higher education.
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tion. Overall, these areas have shown
growth at Eastern, due in large part to a
concerted leadership effort to seek
additional revenue from such sources.
There is, however, a limit to what
can be garnered from these areas for
support of the operational budget. Take
private gifts, for example.
"The reason people give gifts for
scholarships or for particular programs is
to make a qualitative difference, to
provide a margin of excellence," said
Bernard Loposer, Eastern's director of
development and executive director of
the EWU Foundation. "They are not at all
inclined and, indeed, are unwilling, to
donate money to replace state funding.
They expect the state to maintain the
basics of public higher education."
Ah, there's the rub, some argue.
Since state general fund commitments to higher education are declining
below basic operational maintenance
levels - are the public colleges and
universities actually state supported or
merely state assisted?
The significance to the answer is that
if it's shown to be the latter, then how
much say should the state have in how
the colleges and universities do business
and how will public higher education
institutions meet increasing access
demands? Due to all the ramifications
involved, that discussion might best be
left for another time, except for one
component - how can the public higher
education institutions respond fo these
privatization realities without some
flexibility in managing income sources?
Which -brings us to tuition.
But first, a little background. When
the state Legislature removed enrollment .
caps a few years ago, the colleges and
universities were free to enroll as many
students as they wished, although
increasing student numbers would not
translate into a proportional increase in
funding from the Legislature.
And Eastern has opened its doors
wider, with an all-time high of 8,431
students enrolled in fall 1993.
Get more students and you do get
more tuition. But since tuition hardly
covers .the actual cost of a student's
education, and the Legislature will often
offset state appropriations because of
increased tuition collections, isn't higher
education really falling behind financially
when seeking more students?

1995 -

Well, yes, that's the big rub!
The baby boom echo is beginning to
hit higher education. The first waves of
children born to the baby boom generation are now young adults, and they want
in! The state's K-12 system has been
growing by an average of 30,000 students
each year. In an analysis done by the state
Higher Education Coordinating Board, if
the ratio of high school seniors advancing
to postsecondary education continues as it
has recently, there will be 9,000 more
students per year seeking access to public
postsecondary education by 2001.
Ready or not, here they come.
"And we do want them," said Durrie.
"Part of our mission is to provide access to
higher education for those who seek it. We
need to find ways to be more creative with
access without adversely affecting the
quality of academic programs."
Enter the tuition factor. At present,
the Washington Legislature establishes all
tuition rates and policies.
Many in higher education, though not
all, have been advocating a differential
tuition policy, giving individual institutions authority to set their own tuition
and even establish different tuition rates
for different grade levels and programs.
This is a hotly contested issue in the state.
Nita Rinehart, D-Seattle, chair of the
Senate Ways and Means Committee of the
Washington Legislature and widely
considered a good friend of education,
argues against institutions having tuition
setting authority. Her position is that
tuition can be viewed as a major public
policy issue, and in a representative
democracy, should be defined by an
elected authority.
However, as more and more students
are coming and as the burden is shifting
from s_tate dollars to tuition dollars, the
need for more flexibility becomes more
and more evident, Stewart said.
It costs approximately twice as much
to educate a junior as it does a freshman
- a significant factor when examining
enrollment trends at Eastern, where 68%
of students new to the university in 1994
were transfers from other institutions,
many coming as juniors from community
colleges, and 32% of new students being
first-time freshmen. Back in 1987, 61 % of
entering students were transfers and 39%
were freshmen.
In addition, remedial programs are
especially expensive. Professional programs also tend to be much more expensive than, for example, traditional liberal
arts or education offerings.
Nevertheless, depending on status
(resident/out-of-state student, graduate/
undergraduate), everyone pays the same.

''With management flexibility,
including local rate-setting authority, we
can react better to student demands, help
·recognize cost differentials and have
some ability to help our academic
programs -- the way it is in private higher
education," Stewart said. "Tuition rates
.can be more stable, equitable and
predictable if held locally, and they won't
be subject to the political and budget
balancint needs of the
Legislature."
(Tuition increased 14-15% in
-Washington from 1993-94 to 1994-95,
which compares to a 6% average hike
nationally, according to the Chronicle for
Higher Education.)
,
If institutions are granted tuition~
setting control, some tuition rates will go
up, some down. Students will be asked to
make informed and reasoned choices iri
course selection, which is likely to
shorten their time to graduation, thereby
making more classes open to other
students.
Although "shopping around" to
sample interesting courses is intellectually stimulating and has been a strength
of higher education in America, it is a
pastime which may have seen its day, in
light of current budget realities, some
experts argue.
In the flexible model, students will
pay for what they get - and get what
they pay for.

But would such flexibility simply
translate into exorbitant tuition rates?
"There is no mileage in raising
tuition precipitously," Durrie said. "If
tuition goes too high at Eastern, students
will look for other options, and we'll lose
our flow of students. The universities will
have to remain competitive with one
another."
That's the way things work in the
marketplace.
Indeed, Durrie said, a tuition
decrease in at least one area would be the
likely first action at Eastern, should
management flexibility be granted
concerning tuition. Tuition for out-ofstate students enrolled in some specific
graduate programs will surely come
down, he said.
It currently costs a non-resident
student what for some is a prohibitive
$10,350 (and expected to be set even
higher for fall) to enroll in physical
therapy, a highly sought after master's
level program for which there is great
demand.
"We have calculated that if we were
able to increase the number of out-ofstate students by reducing their tuition
to a more affordable and competitive
level, we could increase tuition revenues
overall, use these dollars to help our
programs and increase access to to
higher education for in-state resident
students," added Mike Stewart. , ,, .

(Another factor which casts a shadow
-over access to higher education is that
Congress is now considering cuts in
student aid programs that could cause
students and families to pay for the
largest single increase in the price of a
college education in the nation's history.)
And what if the privatizing trend
continues without individual institutions
being given fiscal management flexibility?
"Ouch," said George Durrie. "I think
the Legislature would be forced to send
tuition through the roof. Enrollments
will shrink. Access will be limited.
Programs will be eliminated."
Stewart adds: "Without some kind of
relief, I'm afraid we'll see an impact in
the quality of education. We've cut
everywhere we can without impacting
academic programs. All that's left now in
any significant way are the academic
programs and how we offer them. Do we
want to eliminate whole programs, as the
University of Washington is 13roposing to
do? I really hope not.
"If the Legislature and the public
don't help us with this public policy
question, we won't be able to educate •
their children the way they - and we want them to be educated."
And that way involves quality, in a
timely manner and at an affordable price
- even in an increasingly privatized era.
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EWU OPERATING BUDGET REVENUE SOURCES

D State Appropriation

$40m
41.0-/o

$36m

■ Tuition & Fees

$32m

II

31.6%

$28m

Other

$24m
$20m
$16m
$12m
$8m
$4m

1994

1993

1991

1989

1981

This chart shows the changing relationship between state appropriations and tuition/fees as revenue sources
for Eastern Washington University's operating budget. Percent of revenue from other sources (grants/
contracts, private gifts, auxiliary enterprises, etc.) has been increasing slightly.
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God was hard to find among the
rubble and the corpses that littered Kobe,
Japan, on January 17.
. That day, an earthquake measuring
6.8-7.2 on the Richter scale literally
destroyed the
southern half of
the city and
unleashed
havoc on the
other sections.
Eastern .senior
Michael Reid
\Vas in Kobe as
an exchange
student when
Michael Reid
the: quake hit.
"Seeing the twisted houses, the
flattened house~ and the death is the
closest I've ever come to believing that
God is hateful," Reid said.. He relayed those feelings just one
day c1.fter arriving back in Cheney from
Kobe. They are strong words, but they are
not meant to be blasphemous. Rather,
the words reflect the -h orror a young man
experienced while in the throes of an
immense natural disaster.
'-"l~

Chinese language tapes were playing
in Michael Reid's apartment the morning
of January 17. He had been up most of
the night listening to them, practicing a
parlance as different from his own tongue
as the city of Kobe is from Cheney.
A simple twist of fate had led Reid to
be studying in Japan that day. He said his
interest in Japan started not with a lifelong affinity for the culture, but rather
with a taste for Japanese food and a desire

to get out of a final at Eastern.
"I like Japanese cooking, and I like
studying languages, so I figured I'd take a
class in Japanese," he said. "To be honest,
I was attracted to the class because I
heard you could make a native dish as
your final project instead of having to
take a final exam."
Reid fell in love with Japanese
culture. And yet, despite his new-found
affection, when Reid decided he wanted to
study abroad, his first choice was Scotland.
"I know it sounds a little strange, but
I've just always wanted to live in Scotland," Reid said. ''When I checked into
. Eastern's Studies Abroad Program,
however, they suggested I go to Kobe City
University of Foreign Studies because of
my experience with the Japanese language."
Before the earthquake, Reid said;
Kobe reminded him of Seattle. Although
a large city, it was relaxed and a good
place for young people to hang out. That
all changed the morning of January 17.
Reid was about to take a nap when
the earthquake hit. It was early in the
morning, and he was tired because he
· had been studying throughout the night.
.The first thing he remembers about the
experience was hearing a noise.
"I thought several things," he said.
"At first I thought it was my neighbor
upstairs exercising. Then I realized the
sound was all around and not just coming
from the ceiling. That's when I thought
an atomic bomb must have gone off."
Time seemed suspended as Reid lay
in his bed trying to discern the sounds

around him and feeling his apartment
building swaying and jumping. Books fell
off shelves and his television crashed to
the floor. The quake lasted about 20
seconds, Reid said, but it seemed like an
hour. Aftershocks pulsed for another 40
seconds after the initial quake.
Reid crawled across his apartment,
clawing at anything stable, to get from
his bed to his desk, which he took shelter
under.
•
"In a weird way, as soon as I realized
it was an earthquake, I felt very calm," he
said. "I had a real intimate understanding
of how easily I could die, but I also
understood there was nothing I could do
about it. I will take that feeling with me
always, and I really understand now that
it's a mistake to think you have any
guarantees in life. It's so important to
spend the time you have wisely."
As the shaking subsided, Reid was
startled by someone calling to him from
the hallway. It was his neighbor, checking to see if he was okay. The two went
outside where a crowd was gathering.
They wanted to check on other friends
and neighbors from the apartment
building, most of whom also were ·
students.
·
"Maybe we were in shock, but it was
weird. We kept asking each other if there
would still be classes that day," Reid said.
''We still had enough innocence to feel
good that there wouldn't be any school
that day, like all this was just a day off
from classes."
That innocence ended abruptly as
Reid and a friend walked to a local
grocery store. Because Reid lived on the
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north side of Kobe - which wasn't hit as
hard as the south side - there still were
sidewalks to walk on. Once in the store,
however, he said he realized things were
not okay. The store was almost completely bought out.
Reid's goals became finding food,
storing water and trying to stay in his
apartment, where the electricity was out
and the water came on only sporadically.
After a few days, he accepted an offer to
move in with a friend on the west side of
town where water and electricity were ·
restored. He stayed there for eight days.
Sometime during that week, he and his
friend traveled to the south side of town.
"I felt guilty to be alive," Reid said.
"There was nothing left on the south side
of town, nothing but fires and collapsed
buildings and a collapsed highway and
crushed people. People's private lives
were spilled out on the streets. We'd be
walking along and-suddenly realize we
were walking in what used to be
someone's living room."
In the emergency shelters, Reid said
earthquake survivors who had lost family
members, their home or both, huddled in
6x4-foot spaces. There was, he said, no
privacy, and the shelters were so cramped
that people spilled out onto the streets.
Reid saidthe experience transformed
him.
"I'm very aware now of the impermanence of my surroundings and my life.
No matter how much arrogance I want to
feel, in a grand sense I see how easily
extinguishable my life is," h.e said. "And I
feel sick that I had an airline ticket so I
could just fly away from it all."
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ABOUT EARTHQUAKES
Most earthquakes occur at the
boundary of two large _pieces of the rocky
outer layer of the-earth. These pieces are
called plates. Geologists call fracture_s
associated with these boundaries faults.
Geologists believe that plates are
formed by slow movements deep within
the earth which push against the earth's
outer layer causing it to fragment into
large pieces. When two plates move along
a fault, the ground shakes because of the
abrupt shifting of rock. Generally, when
plates move along a fault, they either
move toward, away from or laterally past
one another.
The Kobe quake measured 6.8-7.2 on
the Richter scale. Quakes measuring 8 on
the scale hit Kobe in 1944 and 1946. On
the Richter scale, each whole number
increase represents a power of 10. That
means a quake measuring 7 on the scale
would be 10 times as damaging as one
measuring 6, and 100 times as powerful
as one measuring 5.
According to the Division of G·eology
and Earth Resources within the state
Department of Natural Resources (DNR),
Washington state is earthquake country.
The DNR estimates more than 1,000

earthquakes are recorded in the state
each year. Approximately a dozen result
in significant ground shaking and
damage.
Washington's major plate boundary
lies off the coast where the Juan de Fuca
plate is moving slowly eastward under
the large North American plate. This
movement results in earthquakes felt
both where they happen and throughout .
the state.
The Cheney and Spokane areas lie
near small faults found within the North
American plate. However, these small
faults are very, very old and are no longer
active, according to EWU geology
professor Bill Steele.
"In geologic history, the old faults
near Spokane and Cheney may have been
closer to a plate boundary," Steele said.
"But these faults have been buried
beneath.hardened lava from old volcanoes for 13 to 15 million years. Because
they are buried, we know they don't
move."
So what are the chances of Cheney or
Spokane experiencing an earthquake?
'We may feel tremors from a large
quake in Puget Sound or the Cascades,
but that's about it," said Steele. "I
wouldn't lie awake at night worrying
about it." .

Photos courtesy of AGU HomePage: Science & Society: Kobe Earthquake: An Urban Disaster .
Eos, Vol. 76, No. 6, February 7, 1'995 ©1995 American Geophysical Union.

by Mary Sagal
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Jurassic Odyssey
(GEOL 497/597-78, July 10 - 20, 3
credits)
Track extinct giants as you explore
the rocks and fossils of Utah and Wyoming during this 11-day course. The field
sites you'll visit are some of the best
places in the world to find .
~-:.;.;;:i:a..
remains of Jurassic
dinosaurs. You'll

learn
how they
lived, the most
current
theories on
how they became
extinct, and how they are studied.

RAFT A RlVERt -DIG FOR DINOS't
HIKE THE HIGH ROADt GAZE AT
GEYSERSt CONQUER A KEYBOARD
(But, do something this summer!)
Don 't just sit around this summer. Come to Eastern and embark on a
summer adventure in learning. Whatever knowledge you hunger for,
. odds are we've got a course to satisfy your craving. From dinosaur
hunting to Internet surfing, we've got a class for you! Here's a brief
sampling to whet your appetite!

Islamic Fundamentalism
(SOCI/IllST/GOVf 497-30, July 28
- 30, 2 credits)
This course offers a systematic
analysis of the Islamic Creed based on
the Quran, Sunna, Ijma and
Qiyas.

Master Your ~omputer
EWU summer courses in computer
science range from introductory courses
to more complex offerings for seasoned
veterans of the keyboard: Here is a small
sampling ·of available courses.

Introduction to the Internet
, (CSCD 396-13, June 23, 1 credit)
Soft Approach to Hardware
(CSCD 396-14, June 30, 1 credit)
Introduction to WorldWide Web
(CSCD 396-16, Jufy 7, 1 credit)
More Internet
(CSCD 496-35, July 14, 1 credit
or
CSCD 496-01, July 28, 1 credit)
More Worldwide Web
(CSCD 496-02, August 4, 1
credit)

Religion and the Social Order
(GOVf 497/597-31, 5 credits
Aug.22,24,26,29,31,Sept.2,5,
7, 9, 12, 14, 16)
The role of religious entities in
American political and social life is
examined from social, political and legal
perspectives.

. .,
Geysers; Grizzlies and
., .'(i[~
§;;:'ie-,~Grandeur
..
~#{'-<~· (BIOL 497/597-77 and
;!_l> GEOL497/597-77
<,t~ July 22 - 30, 5 credits)
~
Explore Yellowstone
';~_w..

t~

National Park - America's
crown jewel and first
national park - with
three experts on the
geological and biological
i,- ;~
bounty of this spectacular
'i•' ',.-, region of the country.

'" '' ~,!,

.··:'l:~

\~

16th Writing Workshop in
Ireland
(ENGL417/517 -77/78, Aug.
14-26, 5 credits)
Travel to the heart of Dublin for this
annual offering of writing workshops,
tutorials and readings. Sessions are led by
major American and Irish writers, who
also will give public readings of their
works. Participation is represented by
levels of skill ranging from beginners to
experienced professionals. A writing
sample must accompany your application
for this course.

"~"

. .

Castles and

·· .J.?- Cathedrals

(HUMN/ART 398, 498 and 598-77,
June 26 - July 7, 3 credits)
This course offers culturally sensitive
students a complex view of medieval
times through the writings of
Boccaccio, cathedrals of
Salisbury and Chartres, the
Book of Hours of Jeanne
d'Erveux and Unicorn
Tapestries from the
Cloisters.

"Degenerate" Art and Music
(ART/MUSIC 497-30, June 26 July7)
This intensive two-week course
explores themes of the degenerate, the
macabre and the decadent in art and
music of the late 19th and early 20th
centuries.

Public Affairs Symposium '95
Religion and the Social Order
(August 25 & September 16 Attendance free to the public)

Lear-n to shoot the rapids in this
four-day workshop taught by professional
river guide Professor Paul Green and his
assistants. The course begins in the
. classroom and the university pool,
moves to the Spokane River and climaxes
with an exciting Class III white-water run
through Alberton Gorge on the Clark
Fork River in western Montana.

Theatre Study in Great Britain
(THTR497-01, July 10-19, 5 er)
Nowhere can you immerse yourself
more entirely in professional theatre than
in London, your home base for this
summer's 10-day intensive theatre
course. Activities will include lectures by
theatre professionals, backstage tours of
world-renowned theatres, seven live
performances, two museum visits, a
London sightseeing tour and a day trip to
Stratford-Upon-Avon.

Modern American Women
(HIST/WMST 498-30, 4 credits)

The decade of the '90s has been
marked by a remarkable action and
controversy over the proper place of
religion in America. Shock waves have
been felt in the areas of law, politics and
society generally. Eastern's 1995 Symposium explores the complex issues related
to "Religion and the Social Order" in two
distinct, but inter~related segments.
On August 25 at The Met in Spokane,
we will offer a presentation by a nationally known scholar of religious constitutional clauses -Jesse Choper, Earl
Warren Professor of Public Law at UC
Berkeley.
On September 16 in Hughes Auditorium on the Gonzaga University campus,
the ·symposium program will present a
full day of sessions featuring three
leading constitutional scholars
:. and practitioners who
·· " -- have
, written
' exten-
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Experience the River Wild
(RCLS/PHED 497-79, June 22-25,
2 credits)

This course will present a history of
women from the 1950s to the present,
using a wide variety of contemporary
documents to allow women of the
immediate past to speak for themselves.
The class will view women both as part of
the mainstream and as individuals with
problems unique to their gender.

Scotland's Story
(HUMN 497-01, Aug. 12 - 20, 5 er.)
Travel back through 2000 years of
Scottish history for a look at the catalytic
events that shaped the destiny of this
hardy island nation. This nine-day, fivecredit educational odyssey takes you to
such historic locales as Hadrian's Wall,
Iona Abbey, the site of the Battle of
Bannockburn and to St. Andrews and the
place of Cardinal Beaton's murder.

~
Do Something Productive This
Summer!"
Come to Eastern this summer and
embark on an adventure in learning. The
courses in this preview are merely a
sample of hundreds we're offering this
summer. Take advantage of our easy
registration process to reserve. a spot.

For your free Summer Session
Catalog, call 359-4222
or 1-800-999-8363.
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magine viewing first-run films every
night of the week. Hobnobbing with ·
critics and film experts. All the Junior
Mints and popcorn you can handle ...
Yes, it must be great to own your
own movie theater. Or so people tell
Kathryn Graham. But what would you do ·
if water from the roof of ydur movie · ··
house was leaking down through the
walls to the restaurant below? Or if you
suspected a cashier was stealing from the
till? Or if your quick peek into the
projection room revealed a pile of film on
the floor, four-feet high and growing?
Graham, co-owner of the Magic
Lantern Theater at S. 123 Wall Street in ·
downtown Spokane, doesn't dwell on her
misfortunes, but does have some great
stories to tell. Most of the mishaps
occurred during the first year she owned
·the theatre and handled everything from
bookwork to threading the projector to
making popcorn. That was six years ago
and the operation runs smoothly now,
but she doesn't regret learning every
aspect of the business and still fine-tunes
equipment and procedures periodically.
Graham is a 1984 EWU graduate
whose degree in professional accounting
she admittedly pursued because she
figured it would come in handy regardless of her eventual career path.
"If there ever was a time that my
accounting skills came in handy," she
says, "it was when I had to teach myself
the movie business from scratch; mostly
by analyzing paperwork left in file
drawers by the last owners, who'd lost so
much money that nobody wanted to buy
the business. In the files I found many
clues as to why their business failed."
The Magic Lantern had changed
hands about four times in the previous 10
years and wasn't exactly hot merchandise
when Graham bought it in 1989. Her
reason was 50 percent desire to own a
business and 50 percent annoyance at
having bought a $20 pass good for six
movies; she had seen just one film when
the theater closed. After joking about her
bad investment to a business associate,
he said, "So why not buy the place? You
understand business and love the films."
Graham was quick to admit she
didn't know much about movie theaters,
and this made the previous owners leery
about letting her purchase the business
on a lease-to-buy contract. But once she
closed the deal, she took immediate steps
to implement changes.she felt were
needed to make the theater a success.
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says Graham.
"Customer
loyalty is
intrinsic to
our success;
that's why we
went from two
screens to
.,,.,..,..,,,._,,,,m
three. If a
riff~.@'A
■ movie ha~
steady
attendance,
but isn't
'profitable in
our larger
■ theaters, we
move it to our
small theater.
If a movie is a
gamble, we'll
open it in the small theater. In the past
few years, we've been selling out our two
larger theaters. But;we still aren't
playing all the films we should. Before
Sunrise, The Last Seduction, Immortal
· Beloved - all should have played here but
we didn't have room. Our only solution is
to open another theater with three to five
·screens.That's where my cost accounting
classes at Eastern will come in handy."
Many people think the theatre plays
mostly foreign films, but only about onethird of the movies fall into that category.
''We're an art house theater," says
Graham. "We bring to Spokane films that
are well-written, directed and acted; films
with meaning. Films to help us understand and bridge cultural differences,
that teach us about history, where the.
cinematography and costumes are
correct for the time period and perhaps
there's an emotional connection to the
story that's lacking in commercial films."
Graham's customers are so loyal that
some see virtually every film shown. She
has even had customers approach her
and practically apologize for seeing a
movie elsewhere. In return for their
loyalty, she has made the theater a
casual, homey place with an atmosphere
distinctly different than that of a shopping mall cineplex. As you ascend the
stairs from the foyer below, you first see
the framed movie posters, the Lantern's
hand-painted logo and a life-size painting
of Charlie Chaplin. Adding an art-deco
touch are the theater's wall-mounted
lighting fixtures and a few metallic
adornments rescued from an old theater
in Lind, Washington. Instead of a colastained red carpet, hardwood flooring
gleams in the lobby and a cluster of
tables and chairs fill one corner. At the
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Employee theft was just one small
problem she had to tackle. Over the past
few years, the theater had gained a
reputation for its sporadic selection of
movies, few of which were first-run films.
"We're still the only first-run theater
in downtown Spokane," says Graham,
"and we try to show a film as close as
possible to its Seattle opening."
Before Graham, the Magic Lantern's
policy prohibiting R-rated movies also
had limited the number of titles available.
Graham's agreementwith the building
owner reversed that policy to allow
greater flexibility in film selection.
''I'.m no fan of sex and violence for
the sake of sex and violence," she says.
"Too many R-rated films consist of those
two elements and not much else - other
than special effects, of course. Those just
weren't the sort of films I wanted to run."
What she did want to feature were
"art" films, movies in which plot, characterization and message are more important than titillation, exploitation, special
effects or shock value.
Commercially successful movies
shown at the Magic Lantern have ·
included Pulp Fiction, ThePiano and The
Crying Game. Blockbusters which
Graham would not play even if available
include Dumb and Dumber, Jurassic
Park, True lies and The Santa Clause. .
"But we would have loved to run
Forrest Gump, lion King, Fried Green
Tomatoes or Nobody's Fool." she adds. "If
the quality's there, we'll play it. Having
four to six big hits a year is a great feeling
and it helps to pay the bills."
Still, there's an irony to pit films.
"If we play a movie too long, we
forego playing some less profitable films,
ones our regular customers want to see,"
1
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front counter, the same person who sells
you popcorn also handles ticket sales.
Flanking the stairs are benches and
counters where reviews from current and
future films an~ posted for you to enjoy as
you sip a cup of coffee or spring water.
"Most theaters don't have places in
the lobby for you to sit," says Graham.
"That's because they don't want people
just hanging around. They prefer that
you come, spend your money and leave.
We'd rather have our customers enjoy
the entire movie theater experience."
To enhance that experience, she
strives for technical qualities such as
optimum light focus and sound quality.
She also leaves lights down in the theater
until. all closing film credits have run.
"You'd be surprised how many
people want to see every last frame of a
film," says Graham, "or where it was
shot, or who did the sound track; others
linger to soak in the essence of the film."
To ensure a trouble-free showing,
Graham runs projectionists through
nine-hour training sessions in which she
plays "gremlin" and causes things to go
awry, just to acquaint them with all the
potential problems. She insists every
employee know the basics of running a
film and troubleshooting - just in case.
Finally, there's the "IO-minute rule,"
which deems it unacceptable for a
problem to remain uncorrected longer
than (you guessed it) 10 minutes.
Graham's service to customers has
paid off in a bottom line that's more than
doubled since she took over. This year,
she and partner Larry Blair plan to open
a second downtown theater once they
find an ideal location.
"I really enjoy what I'm doing," she
says, "and can't thiQk of a better line of
work for someone like me. I'm more of a
people person than someone comfortable
in an office. I've also found I'm using all
the skills I developed over the years to
make this a success. I worked my way
through college as a waitress, an underrated profession that teaches you to deal
with the public with grace in a stressful
situation. Working my way through
college while raising a daughter taught
me perseverance. As a regular customer
of the Magic Lantern, I gained insight
into what my customers might want. And
Eastern gave me the business skills to
pull it all together. I'd never have guessed
that all my past experience ai::id my love of
film would lead me to become part owner
of a movie theater; but it has, and what
could be better than that?"

•

by John Soennichsen
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As amazing
as it seems, the
1994-1995 school
year is almost
part of Eastern's
history. On June
16 we will
celebrate commencement with
approximately
2,000 undergraduate and graduate students and their
families, about 420 of whom are College of
Science, Mathematics and Technology ,
students.
This year has been filled with growth
and changes. The College of Science,
Mathematics and Technology Advisory
Board was established.to assist us with
curriculum evaluation, strategic planning,
alumni activities, fund raising, public
relations, student mentoring and job
placement. This volunteer group's
concern and interest is invaluable to us.
For the first time this year we hosted
the Washington Science Olympiad's state
competition. On Saturday, April 1,
approximately 1,000 students in grades 612 from schools all over the state visited
our campus along with some 250 coaches,
volunteers and parents. It was an absolutely superb occasion for creativity,
competition and science education at its
very best. The commitment to science and
students represented by everyone involved
was exceptional. A big round of applause
goes to Biology Professor Heather McKean
and her Olympiad Team for ensuring that
Eastern shined that weekend.
On May 4, Founder's Day, a special
tradition at Eastern, we will recognize our
retiring faculty members with the title
"Emeritus." We will bid a fond, grateful
farewell to our colleagues Dr. Dorvan
Breitenfeldt, Dr. Ray Sawyer and Dr.
Kenneth Swedberg.
Another first for the college will be
our Advisor's Day on May 2 at the Spokane
Intercollegiate Research and Technology
Institute (SIRTI) building in downtown ·
Spokane. We'll showcase the college for
high school counselors from schools
throughout eastern and central Washington. We plan to hold this event each year.
Our annual phonathon was wrapping
up as this issue of Perspective was being
mailed to you. I extend our sincere thanks
to you for your important support.
Ray Soltero, Dean

• ·· ············· ···

PUTfING MONEY WHERE
'
THE MATH Is
In those moments just before take
off, when an airplane's fuselage strains as
it defies gravity, the last thing most
airline passengers are thinking of is the
geometry of multivariable calculus. · .
Yet, without this sophisticated
advanced math, jets would never get off
the ground. And, according to EWU math
professor Yves Nievergelt, Washington
state's economy could likewise be
grounded if more U.S. math students
don't learn this discipline. Nievergelt
points to a recent front page story in the
Wall Street Journal as proof.
"Boeing just lost a major contract to
Airbus of Europe," Nievergelt says. ''Why?
Because Airbus could show a better ·
airplane design. Why? One big reason
may be that they are more advanced in
their understanding of the geometry of
multivariable calculus and higher rriath."
Since the 1990-1991 academic year,
Nievergelt has received a total of
$250,000 in grants to fill that gap in the
education-of Washington math students.
His most recent award came in October,
when the National Science Foundation
contributed $149,712 to his problemsolving project..
The dilemma: m~my talented math
students· fail on their way to multivariable calculus.
Some causes: faculty unfamiliar with
cutting-edge industrial math, such as the
geometry of multivariable calculus, and
students uµfamiliar with thinking in
multidimensions.
Nievergelt's solution: help community college instructors teach math
students to think multidimensionally.
''We've focused on community
college instructors," Nievergelt explains,
"because, by teaching 50 percent of the
calculus taught in Washington state, they
have the greatest potential for improving
the education of undergraduates."
Nievergelt has used his grant money
t-o bring community college instructors
together with industrial mathematicians
from companies like Boeing and Ford. In
week-long workshops, the instructors
design geometric math worksheets and
projects to be used in their calculus and
linear algebra classes.
"Boeing lost $2 billion in orders to
Airbus," Nievergelt said. ''With this
project we're teaching instructors to
teach students the kind of math that
industry needs them to know."

WHERE ARE THE BIRDS?
Red-winged black birds and blue
birds start the phenomenon in February.
Then come the robins and eventually a
myriad of birds including wrens and
meadowlarks, hummingbirds ,and
warblers.
The event .is spring songbird migration, a natural timepiece with the
precision of a trusted old clock. In the
fall, many of the insect-eating birds that
breed in eastern Washington fly to
warmer locales where bugs are available
during the winter. They return to their
breeding gi;ounds in spring.
To winter-weary humans caught in
the uplifting relief that warm spring
breezes bring, it might seem that all is
well with the returning birds. At last able
to stroll in the sunshine, people start to
notice birds again in spring.
It seems like there are lots of birds in
towns throughout eastern Washington.
But Margaret (Peggy) O'Connell, an EWU
biology professor, says many of the birds
seen in town are exotics - birds not
native to North America.
"Most of the migratory songbirds are
not city birds," O'Connell explains.
"Rather, they nest in wooded areas,
especially along streams. As our society
bc;comes -more and more urban, fewer
people are out in the woods enough to
notice the continuing decline."
Common exotics like the English
house sparrow and the starling inhabit
both urban and rural areas, taking up the
space, food and water - what biologists
call habitat - that native birds need at a
time when that habitat is at a minimum.
Urban sprawl is consuming an
estimated 30,000 acres of wildlife habitat
each year in Washington state alone,
according to the state Department of Fish
and Wildlife. Migratory songbirds also get
hit by development occurring in southern states and countries where they
spend the winter.
The result, according to an on-going,
29-year~old annual breeding bird su·rvey
conducted by federal natural resource
agencies in both Canada and the U.S., is a
70-percent decline in North American
songbird populations.
O'Connell is examining some
possible reasons for that decline in
eastern Washington. Specifically, she is
studying the effects of logging on
migratory songbird populations in ·
conjunction with professor James Hallett
of Washington State University.
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Their studies examine how streamside logging practices and forest fragmentation affect native songbirds as well
as small mammal, reptile and amphibian
populations. The studies include a look at
the pre- and post-harvest forest, as well
as forest patches of different sizes and
ages.
The research is part of the interagency and interorganizational Timber,
Fish and Wildlife program (TFW). TFW
was created from an agreement signed in
the mid-1980s by state natural resource
agencies, the forest industry, environmental groups and Indian tribes. The
agreement set land stewardship goals
which will help ensure that water quality
and habitat for fish and wildlife are
protected in logged forests.
O'Connell and Hallett are also
leading complementary studies - funded
by EWU faculty research grants - which
examine specific aspects of wildlife found
in these forests. For example, the two
professors and their graduate students
are tracking the predation rate on ·
songbird nests.
O'Connell says all of the studies
should wrap up in the next year or two.
''We know there is a difference
between habitat loss and habitat alteration. Habitat loss is more final,"
O'Connell says. "Preliminary results from
our studies are providing new insights
into wildlife-habitat relationships in eastside forests managed primarily for timber
harvest."

What You Can Do.....
Federal and state
natural re~ource
agencies, in combina- ·
tion with environmental groups, will
·celebrate Migratory
Bird Day on Saturday,
May 13, to call
atteiltion to the
: plight of songbirds.
\:
For information
· ~ on what you can do to
help migratory
.;;- songbirds, contact
- ~ your local office of
~:- the Washington State
Department of Fish
. and.Wildlife, or the
nearest national
wildlife refuge.
·
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stories by Mary Sagal
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Eastern Alumni Update

PHIL WILLIAMS

Please return this form to: EWU Alumni Office, MS-16
Eastern Washington University
526 5th St., Cheney, WA 99004-2431

T

ension ·was high and tempers ran
hot in Spokane during t~e fall of
1989. An election race for four
Spokane city council seats was in full
swing, and the deciding issue was
garbage. Controversy swirled around a
new waste-to.:.energy plant proposed as
the solution to the city's growing solid
waste problem.
·
It was not a good time to become the
new director of the Spokane Regional
Solid Waste System, but that's exactly
what happened to Eastern alum Phil
Williams. The system's director had just ·
resigned, and Williams, who had been
working as director of the city's environmental programs, was asked to step in.
"Talk about having to hit the ground
running," Williams says. "I started my
new job in the heat of one of Spokane's
hottest elections."
There were two contenders for each
of the four open city council seats. In
each race, one candidate favored the
energy plant, one opposed it. The
election's outcome would determine
whether or not the city would finish
building the plant.
Proponents claimed the public had
endorsed building the plant during a
lengthy planning process .in which
community members voiced their
opinions at public hearings.
Opponents saw it differently. They
charged the planning process was not
open enough and said funding for any
new municipal building should be put to
public vote.
Luckily for Williams, the proponents
won their elections. The waste-to-energy
plant began operation on September 6,
1991, just west of Spokane, but the
emotional fallout from the 1989 election
continues today.
"That election was the issue between
the city and the county because they
jointly control the Regional Solid Waste
System," says Williams. "I'd describe the
post-election years by making an analogy
to marriage. We're still married, but
we've been through counseling, maybe
even a brief separation. But, we're still
married."
Controversy has almost always been
a part of Williams' career. Environmental
issues usually create conflict, he says,
because no matter how good the science
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is, it's the money and the politics that
drive both the problem and the solution.
Williams began his environmental
career at Washington State University,
where he earned a bachelor's degree in
wildlife. biology in 1972. He earned a
master of science degree in biology from
Eastern in 1975. His thesis research
analyzed how Spokane's sewage treatment plant affects the pollution level in
Long Lake. The study was funded by
grants from the state Department of
Ecology (DOE).
After graduation, Williams worked
for DOE in Olympia as a water quality
team leader, and then in the agency's
Spokane office as district supervisor for
environmental quality. He's also been
Kaiser Aluminum's environmental
supervisor.
Having worked the academic,
regulatory -and private sector sides of
environmental quality issues, Williams
says, gives him the broad p·erspective he
needs to endure the controversy that still
surrounds the waste-to-energy plant.
Plus, it helps with new conflicts that
occasionally surface at the two solid
waste transfer stations, yard waste
composting site and 15-acre lined landfill
cell he oversees on behalf of the citizens
of the city of Spokane and Spokane
County.
Managing a $37 million budget for
the solid waste program, Williams says, is
not without its risks.
"I think I came into this job with a
lot of environmental credibility because
of my past work experience," Williams
says. "My philosophy is to maintain that
by being candid about issues. But I'm not
going to say that's easy. Personally, it
gets hard to be a target for people's anger
and frustration. Ultimately, I'd like a job
that's a little less emotionally stressful.
But right now, this is the right thing for ·
me to be spending my time on."

by Mary Sagal
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Change of Address Information (Include label from this issue, if possible.)

$25 Single Annual Donation
$40 Alumni Couple Donation
Please send me information on EWU merchandise:
Sweatshirts/f-shirts
License Plate Bracket
Alumni Campus Bench
Brass Diploma
Showalter Lithographs
VISA Card
Quest (HoteVMotel Discount)
I would be willing to host a prospective student event in my home. Please
contact me.
I would like to take part in the alumni legislative network. Please call me.
(Enclose check made payable to EWU Alumni Association.)
Your donations and purchases make our scholarship and service
programs possible. Thank you for your support.

BLACK STUDIES AWARENESS WEEK PLANNED
Alumni and friends are urged to attend these upcoming noon presentations
presented by visiting faculty from the University of Cape Coast in Ghana and sponsored
by the EWU Black Education Program and Black Student Union.
Wednesday, May 10, noon, Monroe Hall Lounge, "The Foundations of African .
Thought and Culture," presented by Dr. J. Addai-Sundiata.
Thursday, May 11, noon, Monroe Hall Lounge, "Changing Perspectives in African
Literature," by Professor Atta G. Britwum.
Friday, May 12, noon, Music Building Recital Hall, a lecture and demonstration:
"Inter-relationship Between the Music of West Africa and Black American Music," by
Dr. Francis Saighoe.
Saturday, May
7 p.m., Pence Union Building Multipurpose Room, sponsored
by the Black Student Union, "A Gospel Extravaganza," gospel music presented by black
choirs from the Spokane area.

rn,
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COLLEGE OF

DEAN'S MESSAGE
Spring quarter for the College of
Letters, Arts, and Socicµ Sciences promises to be fast paced!
The College, in association with the
Department of History, will be privileged
to host Dr. Lynn
Hunt, Annenberg
Professor of
History from the
University of _
Pennsylvania. Dr.
Hunt is the
featured speaker
at Eastern's
Founder's Day
convocation, May 4. On May 5, she will
interact with faculty and students in the
College. Events include a colloquium in
Patterson Hall at 2 p.m. Dr. Hunt also
will hold a special meeting with students
of the College and participate in the
History Department's anriual awards
luncheon at noon on May 5.
Founder's Day also will be the forum
at which the College will honor its faculty
for excellence in teaching and recognize
those faculty who have served the
university well for many years. A strength
of Eastern well recognized by its q}umni
and other members of the community is
the caliber of its teaching faculty.
Many Perspective readers are aware
that Eastern recently reorganized its
collegiate structure. Newcomers to the
"old" College of Letters and Social
Sciences include the four fine arts
departments - Art, Music, RadioTelevision and Theatre. Also joining us
are the School of Social Work and
departments of Criminal Justice and
Military Science. I believe this development to be a positive change. For
example, it will enrich the dialogue as to
how to better provide meaningful, up-todate learning experiences for our students in terms of basic general education
and also specific career preparation. Also,
this new relationship will facilitate new
and exciting academic and service
relationships with a broader and significant community within the university.
The faculty and I deeply appreciate
your continued generous monetary
support in our efforts to monitor and
aqvance the rich array of educational
experiences available at Eastern.
Richard A Curry, Dean

.-................. .

LETTERS, ARTS, &_
SOCIAL SCIENCFS
DEVELOPMENT NEWS

ALUMNI PROFILE -

The College's 1995 Phonathon has
been completed and the alumni response
to our requests for funding of student
scholarships, faculty and department
support has been gratifying. The annual
fund is the very foundation of our
College's private-giving program and its
continued growth strengthens the base
upon which we can build.
I urge you to mark your calendars
with the following College activities
planned throughout spring and summer
quarters.
-

LORlFARNELL

Mondays, through June 12
7 - 9 p.m., Auntie's Bookstore,
· Main and Washington, Spokane
Northwest Writers course, with
proceeds benefiting the Patrick
and Darlene McManus Fellowship in Creative Writing.

Thursday, May 4
· 2 p.m., Showalter Hall, Cheney campus
Founder's Day Convocation

Friday, May 5
Noon, Louise Anderson Hall, 1st I:loor
· History Day Awards Luncheon
$8.50 per person
(R.S.V.P. 359-2337)
2 p.m., Patterson Hall Auditorium,
Room 103
Colloquium featuring Dr. Lynn
Hunt, Founder's Day Speaker

Friday, June 16
1:30 p.m., EWU Pavilion
College of Letters, Arts and
Social Sciences Commencement
·Convocation
Judy Samples, Director of Development
(509) 359-2434

You don'thave to look too hard to ·
find the Goodale and Barbieri name in
Spokane and surrounding communities.
Hotels, low-income housing, a small
town dairy, office and industrial complexes, even the newly remodeled
Crescent Court in downtown Spokane ~
all are part of a real estate and management firm that spreads
across the Inland
Northwest.
Directing sales and
marketing of this
omnipresent Spokane
firm is Eastern alumni
Lori Farnell. A '78
graduate with a degree in
communications studies;
Farnell is a current
member of the Eagle
Athletics Association
Board. She recently
stepped down from he:r:
seat on the Alumni
Association Board, a
position she held for just
over ten years.
IIA
"Being an active
alum is my way of
keeping in touch with
Eastern," says Farnell. "I
think all alumni should
take part in the Alumni
Association."
An active alumni
association is especially
important in Eastern's
case, says Farnell. "As an
active alum, you are
really an ambassador for
the university," Farnell
said. "Spokane and
Cheney are so closely
linked as communities
and to the university that
there is a need for many
ambassadors."
Farnell's position at
Goodale and Barbieri
calls for a wide variety of skill~; working
with clients, ~irecting a large staff and
combining a broad array of interests into
a cohesive company image requires being

both a skilled communicator and a
meticulous organizer. Farnell credits her
degree in the liberal arts with giving her
the versatility she needed to succeed.
"A communications degree is a great
one to have," Farnell said. "Eastern has
an outstanding program. It really does
prepare you for anything. It gave me the
backbone to go into the community and
play an active role."
According to Farnell, even if students
_are looking for a career in business, a
liberal arts degree is an excellent option.
"Businesses can train you in the specifics
of your job when they hire you, but if you
don't have a wide range of skills to start
with - in particular, good communications skills - you won't have a chance. If
you can't communicate, you can't
operate."
Farnell looks for
broad backgrounds
when she hires new staff
for the Sales and
Marketing Department
at G and B. ''When I
interview someone, I
don't necessarily look
for a specific degree,"
she says. "I look for
someone who will be
well-rounded and
versatile. In sales and
marketing, I definitely
look for a liberal arts
degree. It says a lot
about the individual, I
think. It tells me that he
or she has a broad range
of skills and can adapt to
new situations quickly.
The learning curve in
business is pretty sharp,
so the broader their
background, the faster
they can learn their new
position in the company
and become productive.
If that background
includes work experi- .
ence such as an internship, that's even better."
It
As an Alumni
Association board
member, Farnell has
watched Eastern change
and develop over the
past several years. She
has been "pleased with
the direction Eastern
has gone" and feels that

communications
degree is a great one
to have," Farnell
said. "Eastern has
an outstanding
program. It really
does prepare you for
anything. gave me
the backbone to go
into the community
and play an active
role."
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"changes made have been for the better.
Eastern," she says, ''will do very well in
the future."

by Rob Kimm

Thorstenson Endowed
Scholarship Announced
Due to the positive experience their
son Peder had as an Eastern football
player and student, Robert and Pam
Thorstenson have established the
Thorstenson Endowed Scholarship.
Peder came to Eastern in fall 1988
after graduating from Seattle's
Shorewood High. A f~ur-year starter on
the offensive line of Dick Zornes-coached
Eagle teams, he earned many honors in
the process. He was named to All-Big Sky
.Conference teams three times, including
first team honors as a senior. An outstanding student, he was twice selected to
the CoSIDA/GTE Academic All-America
District VIII team and earned four Big
Sky Conference All-Academic awards. He
received his accounting degree in 1992.
The $42,000 endowment provides a
· scholarship each season for an EWU
offensive lineman. The first scholarship
will be awarded in fall 1995 and will be
seiected annually by EWU's athletic
director and football coach. The endowment was established as a tribute to the
entire Eagle Football Program, including
Zornes and Peder's offensive line coaches
Larry Hattemer and Mike Kramer.
The Thorstensons own Icicle Foods
in Seattle. They have been generous contributors to the Eagle Athletic Association fund ·drive, Orland Killin Dinner and
Larry Hattemer Endowed Scholarship.

Killin Weekend Tickets Offered
Tickets and tables are being sold for
the Lobster Dinner/Dance in conjunction
with the 14th Annual Orland Killin
Weekend May 12-13 in Cheney.
The weekend will include the
Coaches Golf Tournament, Friday at 11
a.m. at Fairways Golf Course. Saturday,
the annual Red-White Football Scrimmage is at 2 p.m., followed by a volleyball
scrimmage at 3:30 p.m. The Killin
Lobster Dinner-Dance at Albers Court
and Reese Court begins at 4:30.
Proceeds benefit athletic scholarships and the Orland Killin Academic
Scholarship Fund. Orland Killin was an
EWU professor, faculty representative,
faculty president and football player.
At $40, the dinner-dance includes
fresh Atlantic Ocean lobster, hors
d'oeuvres, clam chowder, corn on the
cob, salads and fresh fruit. Reserved
tables for 10 are available for $400 each,
but must be purchased by May 1.

Cost to enter the tournament is $40,
including greens fees, beverages, accessories, awards and a post-tournament party.
Call 359-6334 or 359-4339 for a brochure
ot to buy tickets with your charge card.

Kickoff Golf Classic Includes
Cruise with the Eagles
The Eighth Annual Excell Foods
Eagle Kickoff Golf Classic will take place
Thursday, Aug. 3, 1995, at Liberty Lake
Golf Course in Spokane.
This year's event features a Coeur
d'Alene Lake cruise'the night before.
Hosted by the Eagle Athletic Association,
the cruise is available for golfers and a
guest to attend at no charge.
The tourney begins the next day at
1 p.m. with a shotgun start. the event
features $4,000+ in prizes and will be a
best-ball, scrp.mble format.
Cost is $125, net proceeds going
toward athletic scholarships at Eastern.
Call 509-359-6334 for more information.

Trio of Tourneys Open to Alums
Golf tournaments in the Tri-Cities,
Wenatchee and Marysville will take place
this summer as part of the athletic
department's "Tour of Coaches" across _
the state. Alumni and friends of EWU are
invited to take part.
The Sunburn Classic Golf Tournament takes place Friday, June 16. The
four-man scramble tourney begins at 11
a.m. at West Richland Municipal Golf
Course. Cost is $160 a team, including
greens fees, tee prizes, awards and lunch.
For more information, call Barry Peters
(943-6004), Rich Gentz (735-4354) or
Jerry Graybeal (624-6890 or 359-6541).
Also scheduled is a tournament June
21 in Wenatchee at Three Lakes Golf
Course, starting at noon. On July 14,
Cedarcrest Country Club in Marysville
will. be the site of a tournament beginning at 12:30 p.m. For information on
these two tournaments, call the EWU
athletic department at 359-2463.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
• Keyed by its biggest win in eight
seasons, Eastern qualified for the Big Sky
Conference Championships. Eastern lost
its tournament game in Missoula, to host
Montana, but nothing could take away
what the Eagles and first-year head coach
Heidi VanDerveer accomplished a week
earlier. The Eagles earned the fourth and
final berth in the tourney with a 62-59

victory over Montana in Cheney that snapped a 17-game losing streak to the
powerful Lady Griz. Eastern finished the
season 12-15 and 8-6 in the conference
with five wins in its last eight outings.
• Center Lori Napier earned first
team All-Big Sky Conference honors, was
named to the Big Sky All-Tournament
team and twice earned Big Sky Player of
the Week honors. She scored 33 points
and grabbed 12 rebounds as EWU beat
regular season champion Montana and
third-place finisher MSU on the final
weekend of the regular season. She
finished the year as Eastern's leading scorer (14.4 pts per game) and rebounder
(7.3). She joins Lisa Graber, Keri
Schwenke and Kathy Laky as the team's
lone seniors. Juniors Kristy Missall and
Tina Smith were both All-Big Sky
honorable mention selections.

MEN'S BASKETBALL
• John Wade, head men's basketball
coach for the past five seasons, resigned
his post on April 4. This past season was
Wade's 12th year of association with
Eastern and its basketball program. He
played for the Eagles for two seasons 1980-82 - then was an assistant under
three different EWU coaches for five
campaigns from 1983-88. After serving as
an assistant at the University of the
Pacific, Wade took over as Eastern's head
coach on May 16, 1990.
• Junior center Melvin Lewis was Big
Sky Conference Newcomer of the Year
after leading the Eagles in scoring and
rebounding. The 6-foot-8 Lewis averaged
11.9 points and 8.8 rebounds on the
season, but averaged 14.8 points and 9.8
rebounds in 14 Big Sky games. He led
EWU scoring in nine of the last 11 games.
• The Eagles closed the season with a
6-20 record, including a 2-12 mark in Big
Sky Conference play. Eastern won three
of its last seven games. Kevin Groves had
the team's best free throw percentage at
81.2 percent, and D'mitri Rideout led in
three-point percentage at 40.0 (16-of-40).

Dome records with winning times of
23.82 in the 200 and 6.95 in the 55
meters. Her 200 time qualified her for
NCM Championships, but she didn't
qualify for finals. In February, Rainwater
was a finalist for the Inland Northwest's
Female Amateur Athlete of the Year.
• Noah Chambreau also enjoyed a
record-breaking performance at the Big
Sky Conference Indoor Track and Field
Championships. The senior from
Chewelah, Wash., broke his own school
record in the 35-pound weight throw.
• Rainwater's performance helped
Eastern to a fourth-place finish in the
team scoring, as Christian White scored
12 points for the Eagles. She was second
behind Rainwater in the 55 and was
· fourth in the 200. Rainwater and White
combined for 32 of Eastern's 34 points.
• Eastern closes its outdoor track
season at the Big Sky Conference
Championships May 19-20 in Boise, Idaho. It is hoped at least Rainwater can
qualify for the NCM Championships
from May 31-June 4 in Knoxville, Tenn.

TRACK & FIELD
• Senior sprinter Joyce Rainwater
competed in the 200 meters at the NCM
Championships to culminate a spectacular indoor track and field season. En
route to earning "Track" Athlete of the
Meet honors at the Big Sky Conference
Championships in Moscow, Idaho,
Rainwater set school, meet and Kibbie
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OTHER SPORTS
• Prior to taking a few weeks off for
spring break, Eastern's tennis teams had
nine wins between them as the season
nears an end. The women's team, led by
Tina Dlouhy and Sejla Serifovic, was 5-3,
and the men's team was 4-7. Dlouhy had
compiled a 7-1 record at No. 1 singles,
and combined with Serifovic for a 6-1
record at No. 1 doubles. Serifovic was 6-2
at No. 2 singles. The men's team has been
led by Jason Chapman, who has a 5-6
record at No. 2 singles and has combined
with John Caletina for a 5-2 mark at No.
1 doubles. Both teams close the season at
the Big Sky Conference Championships,
with the women competing April 21-23
in Bozeman and the men competing a
week later on April 28-30 in Boise, Idaho.
• After a -successful recruiting effort,
head coach Pamela Parks lost assistant
coach Carrie Couturier-Yerty when she
accepted a position at the University of
Arizona. Couturier-Yerty was instrumental in Eastern signing talented Canadian
Kim Exner of Vernon, B.C., to a letter of
intent to play for the Eagles. Exner, a
dominating 6-foot-1 middle blocker, was
asked to join Canada's national team after
attending a camp in Winnipeg in late
December. She elected to wait until after
attending college at EWU to accept a spot
on the squad.

ALUMS ATTEND INAUGURALS
Each year EWU President Marshall E.
Drummond receives many invitations to
represent Eastern at inaugurations and other special celebrations at higher
education institutions around the nation.
He can't attend them all, but our alumni
can and do attend on his behalf. Below
are alums who have served us in the past
two years as our official representatives.
We thank them for taking the time to
celebrate higher education and stand for
Eastern Washington University in
·
communities across the country.
• Dr. James M. Thomas Jr., MAPsychology, '70, attended the inauguration of Dr. Eugene Morgan Hughes at
Wichita State University in Oct. 1993.
• Janet Schoendorf, MA-Education,
'76, attended the inauguration of Julius
LeVonne Chambers at N. Carolina
Central University in Oct. 1993.
• William T. Lennard, BA-Industrial
Tech, '59, attended the inauguration of
· Jerry Israel at Morningside College in
Sioux City, Iowa, in Oct. 1993.
• Larry Heimgartner, BA-Communication Disorders, '70, attended the
inauguration of Dr. Frederick W. Gilliard
at the College of Great Falls in Nov. 1993.
• Donn C. Hebel, MSW, '82, attended
inaugural events at South Carolina State
University in Nov. 1993.
• David J. Larkin, Esq., BA-English,
'74; Psychology, '76; and MA-English, '77,
attended inaugural events at City University of New York in Oct. 1994.
• Randolph L. Earle, BA-Geography,
'78, and MEd, '79, attended an inaugural
event at Northern Arizona University in
Oct. 1994.
• John 0. Maher, BA-Business, '68,
attended inaugural events at Teachers
College, Columbia University, in Nov.
1994.
• Rodney K. Lau, BA-Accounting,
'73, attended inaugural events at the
Hawaii campus of Brigham Young
Univer-sity in Nov. 1994.

I

With spring comes a fresh series of
initiatives from your Alumni Association
board members following a very successful two-day board retreat. The retreat was
facilitated by Dr. Jeff Stafford, associate
professor of communications at Eastern.
A road map
for the next year
clearly came into
focus following a
comprehensive
exercise in
visioning,
prioritizing and
idea sharing. The
most often heard
Kerry Lynch
words during the
sessions were partnering, traditions,
image, advocacy and scholarship.
Task forces are now being established to address top priorities identified
by your board. They include:
• Image/Mktg- partnering/promoting
• Resource Development
• Positive Legislation
• Traditions
These new task forces provide an
excellent opportunity for EWUAA.friends
to become more involved in alumni
activities. I challenge each of you to make
1995 the year to re-establish your
connection with Eastern through a
contribution of time and talent on behalf
of your association.
I'd also like to extend a note of
thanks and appreciation on behalf of the
EWUAA to ·outgoing board members who,
between them, have contributed 96 years
to this association. They concluded their
terms by helping sell the last of the
bricks for the long-awaited EWUAA,
bench. We'll keep you posted on. the
building and dedication of our bench.
One final thought from "The Wisdom of
the Sands" to kick off our alumni
strategic plan. "One person may hit the
mark, another blunder, but heed not
these distinctions. Only from the alliance
of the one working with and through the
other, are great things born."
Kerry Lynch, President, EWUAA

EWUAA Meetings
Full Board: Cheney/Spokane
June 3, 1995, Sept. 23, 1995.
Executive Board: (Flour Mill, 6th
Floor, API, 4-5:30 p.m.)
May 9, June 13, Aug. 8, Sept. 12,
Oct. 10, 1995.

ASSOCIATION BOARD CHANGES
The Alumni Association established
term limits for board membership five
years ago. As a result, six members left
the board in February. These dedicated
volunteers were responsible for incorporating the association and establishing a
funding base for long-term operations.
Their talents, energy and personal
commitment will be missed. We wish all
the best to six board members whose
terms ended in February 1995.
Mark Dahlen, Olympia,. (BA-Finance,
'76) has been a board member since the
late '70s. His wife, Nancy, is a '78 alum.

Mark works for U.S. Telco Network, Inc.
and was active on many EWUAA committees over the years, most recently the
Legislative Committee. He will be ·
remembered for his dedication and the
annual donation of fresh oysters (from
his own farm!) to the Harstene Island
alumni retreats.
Lori FameU, Spokane, (BA-Comm.
Studies, '78) has been a board member
nearly since the moment she became a
graduate! She joined in the late '70s after
going to work for Cavanaugh's River Inn
in Spokane. She is married and is now
vice president and Cavanaugh's Sales
Manager for Goodale Barbieri. (See
-feature, p. 14.) Lori has served on several
EWUAA committees over the years, most
recently on the Casino and Awards
committees.
Shannon Lynch, Spokane, (BA-Crim.
Just. '78) has been on the board since the
early '80s and was '91 -'92 president. She
is marketing and personnel director for
Radiology Associates in Spokane, has two
grown children and loves to travel. She
recently spent three months in South
America. Shannon has chaired the EWU Casino Night for several years and is the
driving force behind its success. She also
worked actively on Awards and Homecoming Committees.
Walt Munk, Republic, (BA-Educ. '57)
has been a .board member since the mid'80s. He retired from West Valley High
School during this time and is now the
owner/manager of a Kettle Falls orchard.
Walt has dedicated himself to coordinating and selecting EWUAA scholars, a task
that has guaranteed a careful and
thorough selection process and a constant improvement in procedures. He was
active on the Awards Committee.
Jan Plester, Spokane, (BA-Educ. '71)
was the '88 -'89 president of EWUAA and
has served in many committee and officer
positions on the board since the early
'80s. She has recently been active on the
Homecoming and Casino Committees.
Jan is an administrator with Penzer
Corporation in Spokane. She and her
husband Stan live in. Spokane. Several of
their children have attended or are
currently attending Eastern.
Karen Raver, Cheney (BS-Nursing,
'76; MA-College Instruction, Ed/Health
Ed, '82) was '89-'90 EWUAA president and
has worked at Eastern since the late '70s.
She is EWU's Disabled Student Services
Coordinator and ADA Compliance Officer.
Karen has been a dedicated volunteer,
chairing the Homecoming Committee
and serving as an officer and on several
committees. She will be remembered for
her service, creativity and sense of
humor.
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INCOMING EWUAA BD MEMBERS

Mike Johnson, Spokane,
('81, Psychology) has been
on the EWU Casino Night
committee for years and a
volunteer on the student
awards selection committee. Mike owns
Spokane Punchboard and is a major in ·
the U.S. Army National Guard.

Darwin "Jack" McManigal,
Spokane, ('92, General
Studies) retired as a
railroad security agent and
returned to college for
second career training. He is completing
an advanced degree from Gonzaga and
works as a security consultant.

Marie Ramos-Miller,
Kennewick, ('89-Arts, '91
Interdisciplinary), a
teacher and arts practitioner, is involved in
multi-cultural and women's programs.
An education outreach specialist for
Westinghouse, she does marketing for
Hanford Museums of Science and
History.

Barton L. Preecs,
Richland, ('86, Communications) lives with his wife
in the Tri-Cities where he
works with Boeing in computer services.
Bart's professional background includes a
. variety of professional writing Uournalism, technical) and other communications experience.

Clarke A. Veach,
Kennewick, ('81 , RffV) and
wife Lorrie, who also
attended Eastern, live in
the Tri-Cities with their two children.
Clarke is sales manager for KVEW-TV.

SPRING/SUMMER/FALL EVENTS
May 4, '95, Cheney - EWU
Founder's Day. (See article, p. 2.) Alumni
and friends of Eastern -urged to attend.
May 5, '95, Spokane - COBA Awards
Banquet, Crescent Court, 6 p.m. social
hour, 7 p.m. dinner, $40 each. Speaker:
Howard Lincoln, Chairman-Nintendo of
America. Call 359-2455 for information.
May 6, '95, Cheney- Cinco de Mayo
banquet & dance, 5 p.m., PUB. Call 3592404 for more information.
May 12, '95, Cheney/Spokane -12th
Coaches Golf Tourney, Fairways Course.
May 13, '95, Cheney - Killin Lobster
Dinner & Dance, $40 each, EWU Phase.
June 12, '95, Spokane - NW Writers
Course, Auntie's at Main and Washing. ton, 7-9 p.m. Proceeds to Pat and Darlene
McManus Fellowship in Creative Writing.
June 16, '95, Cheney- Commencement & Golden Alumni Reunion (EWU
alumni who attended EWU in '45 or prior
years). Hargreaves Hall, Cheney.
June 21, '95, Wenatchee- EM Golf
Tourney, Three Lakes Golf Course.
July 14, '95, Marysville - West Side
Golf Tourney, Cedarcrest C. Club.
Aug. 2, '95, Coeur d'Alene - Alumni
and Friends, Cheney Chamber of Commerce Cruise on Lake Coeur d'Alene.
Aug. 3, '95, Liberty Lake - Excell
Kickoff Golf Classic, Liberty Lake Course.
Oct. 21, '95, Cheney/Spokane Homecoming_'95: reunions,•football,
awards. Mark your calendar!
COMING REUNIONS
25- and 30-gear grad reunions at
Homecoming. Call EWU Alumni Office,
(509)359-6303 or EMail igreen@ewu.edu.
JAZZ Ill Unlimited Dancers -Oct.
20 - Dinner, 7 p.m.; Oct. 21 - Homecoming game, half-time activities, dance
follows. Call Jessie (Waters) McDonald
with questions (509) 928-6527 or write
2912 S Fox Rd, Spokane WA 99206.
WWII Reunion - Fall '96.
NEW COMMITTEES/TASK FORCES
Below are '95 alumni committees
and task forces. To get involved, call the
Alumni office.*
Committees-Alumni, Awards, Casino
Night Scholarship Selection,·Student
Awards. Task Forces-Image/Marketing,
Student Recruitment, Resources/Income,
Legislative Advocacy, Traditions, Futurist/New Technology.
*All former students of EWU with at least
15 credit hours are alumni and invited to all
meetings. The College of Business, Graduate
School of Social Work and other colleges and
departments also have alumni groups. Call
Alumni office for information: 509 359-6303;
FAX: 509 359-6044; EMail: igreen@EWU.edu

CELEBRATING EWU TRADITIONS
Traditions-the fall homecoming
parade; spring tricycle race; kissing rock;
passing the arrow ceremony; panty raids,
"meet you at Showies" ... Each era of EWU
students had their own set of traditions the activities and events they remember
as unique and special EWU experiences.
' Please help us identify these "traditions" for you and your class. Use the
change of address form in this issue, or
telephone, FAX or EMail your memories.
Data collected will help build an Eastern
Traditions story covering the past 100
plus years of our history. Thanks for
helping with this very special project.

Isabelle Green, Alumni Director
DISTINGUISHED ALUMNUS TO BE
HONORcD AT COMMENCEMENT
Dennis Snook, (BA, Govt. '71) will
receive a Distinguished Alumnus Award
at Eastern's graduation ceremonies, June
16, 1995. Snook is a respected research
analyst for the federal government.
Snook, born in Portland, Oregon,
moved to Spokane.in 1946 and attended
West Valley High School, graduating in
1962. His academic career began less
than auspiciously - "I took nine years to
complete my bachelor's degree with GPAs
ranging from 1.7 to 3.8," Snook says.
"When I started at Eastern in the fall
of 1962," he adds, "the student body was
about 2200, the campus was small and I
worked full time and commuted. I didn't
feel I fit in. When I returned in the spring
of '70, I had matured, the college was in a
major growth period, students and
faculty were more sophisticated, there
was more diversity and I no longer felt an
outsider. The faculty took personal
interest in me - a pasty-faced peace creep
at the time - encouraged me personally
and academically and made me think
seriously about graduate school."
- Encouraged by professors Quincy
and Luton, Snook enrolled at Clairmont
College in California. There he completed
his MS in government and PhD in
government and philosophy. In 1978,
Snook moved to Washington D.C. to
work as an economist on a federal
commission.
He now works for the Congressional
Research Service, Library of Congress,
the Congress' research and analysis arm.
. In the '80s he headed ateam that
designed the retirement system for
federal workers. Recently, he led the
team that developed methodology for
evaluating changes to the federal employee health system and refined it for
use in national health service deliberations.

simply want to help some of those needy
students who need financial help in
getting a college education."
WHAT IS THE LEGACY SOCIETY?
Also among those who have chosen
Nearly every week, the EWU Foundato
remember
Eastern through their wills
tion receives a call informing us that
are forme r members of the EWU faculty.
Eastern has been included in a will or
Peggy Gazette was an active part of
. been named a beneficiary in a trust or
Eastern's athletic faculty for more than
insurance policy. Alumni and friends are
two
decades. Coming to Eastern in 1966
telling us they wish to provide a legacy
from
Ohio State University, Gazette
for the university through their estate
became
a tireless proponent of fitness
planning. We feel it fitting that these
and
sports
participation, particularly for
benefactors be recognized as members of
women. She taught classes, served as
the Legacy Society.
department chair for the women's health
Charter members will be inducted
and
education department, graduate
into the legacy Society of Eastern
program
chair and, on a part-time basis,
Washington University at a special event
as
interim
athletic director for women's
Homecoming Weekend, Oct. 20-21, 1995. ·
sports
during
the mid-'80s.
Membership will include all people who
"I saw this as a way to return to
inform the EWU Foundation that their
today's students some of the wonderful
estate plans include gifts through will
opportunities I had while at Eastern," she
bequests, charitable trusts, gift annuities
says
of her bequest. "I designated my gift
or insurance policies.
to
help
graduate students because I feel
Who are some of the people who've
anyone
who has stayed with their
chosen to remember Eastern in this way?
that long and is serious about
education
Businessman and former Spokane
the health and wellness area deserves all
Mayor Neal Fosseen and his wife Helen
the support they can get."
viewed an endowment as an exciting civic
Currently, the Foundation is aware
opportunity and a way to further enhance
of
at
least <-iO ,1lumni and friends who
relations between Eastern - which
have
madr )',t ;Visions for planned gifts/
Fosseen calls "a critical part of our higher
wills
to ben -frt Das tern. However, we also
education system" '- and Mukogawa
know
man '. :-ther alumni and friends Women's University. Working with
have incl uded Eastern in their estate
Mukogawa chancellor, Akira Kusaka,
plans but have not yet informed us.
Fosseen helped originate the Fosseen/
Please ail ow us to include you in the
Kusaka Distinguished Professorship
legacy
Society, thereby recognizing your
Endowment in International Programs
intended
generosity. If you prefer
for students at Eastern and Mukogawa.
anonymity,
we will not publish your
"The international field is developing
name as a member, but will include you
rapidly," says Fosseen, "and I felt this
on our private invitation list to special
could be a help not only to students, but
events at the university. By all means,
to the whole spectrum of cooperative
give us the opportunity to thank you for
international efforts taking place between
your
future investment in the programs
various institutions of higher learning."
of
excellence
at Eastern.
Some members of the Legacy Society
If you have included the university in
are Eastern alumni. Lawrence Laughbon
your estate plans (or intend to do so)
(Ed-'22) enjoyed an illustrious career as a
won't
you please call me at (509) 359teacher and principal, retiring in 1965.
6252;
or
write to EWU Foundation,
With his wife Vera, Laughbon establjshed
Eastern
Washington
University, Cheney
the Lawrence and Vera Laughbon
WA
99004-2431.
We're
anxious to know
Scholarship in 1994 through a provision
who
you
are
and
to
count
you among the
in their wills. In March '95, they doubled
membership of a most honored group.
the money they plan to give to the
university and added two more endowBernard A. Loposer
ments. The R. Riley Johnson Scholarship
Executive
Director, EWU Foundation
Endowment was named in honor of the
Laughbon's son, a 1941 alumnus who
Note: Last month's feature on four new
died in his early '50s. The other is the
members to the Foundation's board inadvertMarilyn Laughbon Black Scholarship
ently implied that all of them were Eastern
Endowment, named for their daughter,
alumni.
Thi_s is not the case, and Eastern's
who has been diagnosed with cancer.
Foundation
Board is composed of a variety of
Why a scholarship endowment?
private
citizens,
members of the business and
. "We believe deeply in higher educacivic
communities,
as well as Eastern alums.
tion," says Lawrence Laughbon, "and
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'71-Dr. A. Bud Langan, social science, has
been honored with a Distinguished Service
Award from the Association of Washington
Community and Technical College Administrators. Langan also was named to the
Washington State Native American Education
Advisory Committee of the Office of Superintendent of Public Instruction. He currently
serves as associate ·ctean of instruction at
Olympic College in Bremerton, Wash.

THE

'66- Donald C. Nelson, history, was recently .
promoted to chief pilot of Borden, Inc. He
also received a promotion to colonel in the
Ohio Army National Guard. He commands
the 371st Corps support group in Dayton, OH.
Donald is living in Gahanna, Ohio.

1920s

'2S-Grace Gildea Hurst, education,
celebrated her 90th birthday on February 19.
An open house was held in her honor with
family, friends and acquaintances in attendance.

'66-Lee Ann M. Oanusch) Powell, physical
education, is manager of the Emergency
Service Off-Campus Independent Study at
Chemeketa Community College, Salem, Ore.
She has been developing courses and
managing students in a fire protection
associate degree program.

'27-Mabel R. (Thomas) Sackett, education,
taught school for 34 years and substituted for
10 years. She retired in June 1971. Mabel has
taken classes here and through extension
courses, she received her teaching certificate
in 1927 and her degree in education in 1961.

'67-Patricia L. Luse, BAE-language·arts, is
currently teaching reading courses in the
education department on our campus. She
taught school in the Lake Washington School
District for four years before moving to
Virginia in 1972. She taught grade five there
for 20 years. She received her master's degree
from George Mason University and is now
enrolled in a PhD program.

THE 1930s & '40s
'3S-May Lucille (Miller) Wilbur has
recently moved to the Veradale, Wash., area .
Sh'e received her certificate for teaching from
Cheney Normal School in 1930, then returned
to graduate in 1933. She later completed her
Elementary Education degree and taught in
Chatteroy for two years, then at Mead School
District for 12 years before retiring.

'67-Don Barrows, master in music education, has received high praise for the performances of the Federal Way Chorale, currently
in its second year. He has been choirmaster at
St. Vincent's Church in Federal Way for 17
years.
'69-Linda (Gregory) Haladyna, education,
is enjoying her retirement after ZS-years with
Spokane Public Schools. She served as
president of the Spokane Elementary
Principal's Association and was named as
Regional Principal of the Year in 1994. She
hopes to open her own consulting firm in the
future.

'49-Bruce Gilmore, education, is retired
after teaching 34 years and is now living in a
self-built log home on the banks of the Clark
Fork River. His wife Audrey is a free-lance
artist. Bruce is busy doing what he loves hunting and fishing.

THE

'69-Darrell E. Phillipson, economics, is
Aukeens District Court Judge. Beyond his
judicial duties he is a loving husband, a
devoted father and a biking entl}usiast.

1950s & '60s

'63-Nathan Narrance, economics, retired as
an active rea1 estate agent four years ago, but
has remained a silent partner in a number of
Spokane-area businesses. His recreational
interests include hunting; seasonal traveling
in his motor home, fishing in Mexico and
Alaska and dabbling in the stock market, He
and his wife of 24 years, Bonnie, have five
children and 8 grandchildren.
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· '74/'SS-Daniel S. Walline, geology/
computer ·sciences, is currently working with
the United States Social S.e curity Administration, the Washington State Department of
Social and Health Services and RW Robideaux
and Company on public assistance issues.

'84-Carol (Griffiths) Anderson, radio/
television, is facilities manager at Doug
Mockett & Co., Inc. She lives in Redondo
Bea<;:h, Calif., with her husband, Bob.
'84-Kathleen L (Hansen) Beith, finance, has
been promoted to the position of auditor/
appraiser-5 in charge of valuing major public
utility companies for property tax purposes.
She was recognized nationally as an expert on
valuation issues. -

'77-Sister Georgia (Mary Howard)
Christensen, school administration, has
completed her PhD in education administration and policy analysis at Stanford University. She has moved to Zimbabwe, Africa, to
work as leader of a mobile team that will
provide staff development to teachers and
principals throughout the country.

'84-Diane (Andrews) Breitenfeldt, general
studies, is assistant director of admissions at
Eastern. Recently, she married Dorvan
Breitenfeldt, an EWU professor of communication disorders.

'77- James M. Walters, BAE-English, is
currently teaching at Eastside Catholic School
in Seattle. He has taught English literature and
sports medicine there for 15 years. He also is
dean of students, athletic director and head
football coach.

'80/'91-Tom Strasler, BAE-biology, has been
selected for a second time to receive the
National Biology Teachers Association's
Outstanding Biology Teacher award. Tom is a
biology teacher in the Cheney School District.

'70/'72/'73 Raul Cano, biology/MS-chemistry/industrial technology, is being honored
for overall professional excellence by Cal Poly,
San Luis Obispo. He is a 20-year member of
the faculty.

'81/'89--Carol Long Butterfield, BAEreading/master's-reading specialist, graduated
from the University of Arizona with a PhD in
Language, Reading and Culture. She is now an
assistant professor at Central Washington
University teaching reading courses.

'70--Neil A. Sullivan, general business, is
moving back to the Spokane area. He began
his new duties at School District #81 February
6th. He will be the new director of budget and
accounting.

'81-Rick Harai, business administration, is
working with electronic data processing audits
for the Treasury Department. He has earned
his certification as an information systems
auditor.
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'84-Shawn Alan Murray, general studies, is
a salesman for Safety and Supply Co. in
Seattle. He lives in the Seattle area with his
new bride, Julie.

-

'BS-Michael D . Angrove, geology, is one of
2,800 crew members aboard the USS Belleau
Wood. In 'December, he participated in
ceremonies in Guam celebrating the 50th
anniversary of that country's liberation.
'SS-Dan Kallem, radio/television, is a video
production coordinator for the city of
Vancouver and Clark County, Wash. His
production team recently-received four firstplace national government programming
awards for the National League of Cities. He is
currently living in Ridgefield, Wash., with his
wife, Lisa (Suinn), who also is an Eastern
alum. The are the_proud new parents of a
baby girl.

1980s

'70--T. Scott Bockstruck, recreation, is
currently associate area director for theintervarsity Christian Fellowship at EWU. He
has been based here for 12 years and _is
married to a 1988 English major, Zenita
(Martinez).

•

'84-Mitchell K. Johnson, criminal justice, is
currently a general contractor in the
Goldendale area. He lives in Wishram with his
new bride, Rogena.

'79-Paul Johnson, MSW, is project coordinator for the Northwest Resource Center for
Children, Youth, and Families at the University of Washington, SeattJe.
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'83-Mathew M. Morgan, management, has
been appointed branch manger of West One
Bank's Selah Branch.

'7S-Dwight Carter, management, has been
promoted to project control manager
(financial manager) of single shell tank
retrieval construction projects with
Westinghouse Hanford Company. He
currently lives in Richland, Wash., and plans
to marry this summer.

THE

'63-Rich Dadich, psychology, is a USPTA
tennis pro, a USRSA raquet stringer and a
USTA umpire and referee in Lubbock, Texas.
He is seeking a position as a tennis director or
in a college coaching position.

'83-Catharine (Barlett) McKeehan, business
administration, recently moved from
Newport, Wash., to Newport, Ore. She works
for Central Lincoln Public Utility District as
the manager of accounting and finance.
McKeehan's older daughter, Becky Bartlett,
graduated from EWU in 1993. A younger
daughter is in her senior year at EWU.

, '74-Jay Johnson, radio/tv, has opened an art
store in downtown Kalispell, Mont. He lives
there with his wife, Chris, on eight acres of
land next to Glacier National Park.

THE 1970S

'63-Ed Grier, music, is a retired music
teacher who is currently working as conductor
of the Port Townsend Orchestra.

'82-Tembra Sundstrom Lecrenski, physical
education, recently completed coaching her
Marshfield High School JV volleyball team to
a record of 17 wins, 1 loss, earning the team a
league championship. Her husband also is
also a teacher and coach.

'73/'77-Jon Yerxa, psychology/MA-public
administration, was named Hanford's public
participation manager. He -also coordinated
the newly formed Hanford Advisory Board.

'79-Tamara Johnson, education/reading,
received the Washington Award for Excellence
in Education from Governor Mike Lowry on
September 27. She is currently in her 16th
year as a sixth grade teacher at Goldendale
Middle School.

'S4-Walter Berhalter, communications
specialist, has received the Chartered Life
Underwriter Degree by the American College
of Underwriters in recent ceremonies in
Seattle. Less than 5% of insurance professionals have this designation.

'82-Mike Kallstrom, general studies,
received the Accredited Rural Appraiser (ARA)
designation from the American Society of
Farm Managers and Rural Appraisers this
summer. He recently established his own
business, Big Bend Agricultural Appraisals, in
Ephrata.

'72-Dave Anderson, .g eography, is Adams
_C ounty's new department planner. He worked
for the EWU Geography Department for 16
years. He became assistant pastor of Co1umbia
Christian Center in Othello two years ago.

'69-June Morell, BA-English/education,
reports that she is in her _sixteenth year of .
teaching at a school that she started in 1979!
the Camus Valley Christian School. Her first
group of students numbered four and she now
has 15. Her biography will be inducted in the
1995/96 edition of Who's Who in the West.

'S3-Phillip Grub, industrial technology,,has
recently published a new book Global Business
Strategies for the year 2000. It is available from
Baacham Publications, Washington D.C.

'82- Marilyn Conant, business management,
is. the new proofreader for the Omak-Okanogan
Country Chronicle. Marilyn has retired from
her position as administrative assistant and
the Wenatchee Valley College.

-
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'BS-Elizabeth Furrer Yurczyk, sociology/
health education, was recently appointed to
the Children's Hospital re-engineering
implementation team as an organizational
consultant. She works in ambulatory care and
administrative services to redesign business
processes and change methods of patient care
delivery. Yurczyk lives in Seattle with her new
husband, Scott.
'86-Jeffrey T. Hastings, MSW, has b·e en
recognized as a distinguished young alumnus
by George Fox College in Oregon. He is
executive director of Riverview Youth Center
in Spokane. In 1994 he was awarded the
Outstanding Citizen Award from the Chase
Youth Commission of Spokane County.

1995.
~•

~

¥~

Lake Elementary. He has worked hard to
involve parents in their childrens' physical
education. He lives on Camano Island \_\'ith
his wife, Janet.

1990s

THE

'90/'92-Terrie (Higginbotham)
Biesemeyer, therapeutic recreation/ physical
therapy, is a physical therapist in Arizona
and lives in Glendale with her husband
Micheal.

'92-Diana (Staudenraus) Eslick, business
administration, is employed at Kalec Medical
Center. She lives in the Tri-Cities with her
husband, Mike.
'92-Michelle Fuson, biology, is Adams
County's new environmental health officer.

'90--Christopher Bryant, general studies, is
a self-employed computer consultant. He
lives in Spokane with his wife, Kristi.

'92-Matt J. Larson, social sciences, is a social
studies and health teacher at Carmichael
Junior High School. He lives in Kennewick
with his new wife, Lisa.
·

'90--Kristi (Uhlenkott) Bryant, BAEreading, is currently working for the Spokane
School District. She lives in Spokane with her
husband, Christopher Bryant.

'92-Darin M. Ringenbach, BAE-marketing,
teaches marketing/DECA and business math
at Curtis High School. He recently married a
1993 graduate, Hitomi Tanaka, and they will

'90--Brian Campbell, business administration, has received a promotion to the Lamb_
Weston, lnc., corporate office. He is now the
new .transportation operations analyst.
'90--Mark DeWuH, business administration,
is an attorney for Underwood, Campbell,
Brock and Ceru Hi. He lives in Odessa with
his wife, Peggy, a 1989 grad._

CLASS OF 1970 LOST ALUMNI
We lack current addresses for the following
1970 alumni. We are planning a 25-year class
reunion during Homecoming, October 21,
1995, and would like to contact all 1970
graduates. If you can help us locate any of these
Eastern graduates, please write the EWU Alumni
Office, MS 16, Eastern Washington University,
Cheney WA 99004.

'90-Carl Humphreys, business administration, is working in the computer sales
department of Smith's Home Furnishing in
the Spokane Valley. He lives in the Valley
with his new wife, Carra.
'90--Sandra (Cook) Miller; BAE-reading, is a
third grade teacher at Forks Elementary
School. She lives in Forks with her husband,
· Dennis.

Michael R. Warner, Charles M. Hamers, Michael K.
Ragland, Harry D. Vail, Joseph I. Stevens, Jr., Harriett E.
Albertus, Luvern H. Allen, Rosetta M. Atkinson, Michael
L. Baker, James E. Bartlett; Louise A. Benitu, Dennis F.
Berdine, James E. Bernhard, Kim Blakemore, Glen W.
Blomgren, Thomas E. Bow, Rosetta M. Brockway,
Richard J. Buchanan, Shirley Sunday, Lieut. Martin L.
Burrows, Darell D. Cain, Judy B. Campbell, Douglas E.
Carlyle, Yvonne L. Carter, Norman T. Chittenden, Linda
D. Clarke, Michael P. Clement, Jeanne L. Cornwell,
Frank J. Coumont, Jr., David E. Cromwell, Capt.
Thomas E. Crook, Verlen R. Culton, Patricia S. Daniel,
Eva J. Dauenhauer, Melba L Westerfield, Janet K.
Morse, Harriet L. Swink, Margaret S. Huber, Renee D.
Ahrens, Andra S. Aledort, Betty M. Anderson, Judith K.
Arsfman, Kenneth L. Bartz, John W. Bennett, Alene A.
Bergan, Marianne K. Brumble, Michael S. Buck, David
L. Burris, Roger R. Butt, Hugh F. Cairns, Kenneth K.
Cederstrand; Dwain A. Christenson, Marcel H.
Clem·ent, Allison F. Cole, M.P. Corkery, Robert H.
Crockett, Mary E. Cromwell, Rol'>ert T. Crosby, Judith Y.
Cunningham, Michael J. Dasilva, Carolyn S. Day,
Dennis P. Dayley, Fred W. Dehaven, Kenneth L
Deseve, Paul G. Engle, Gayle E. Evans, Dianne L Fields,
Brian E. Fuson, Cliford 0 . Garver, Charles L. Gilman,
Peter K. Gituru, Debbie K. Groshoff, John E. Haley,
Harriet R. Hamilton, Patricia L Harms, Kathleen H.
Hathaway, Charlotte B. Haynes, Sue R. Heidenreich,
Dorian A. Hergesheimer, Ronald F. Horsell, Kathleen V.
Houck, Carol J. Jacobsen, Eva M. Johnson, Daniel J.
Kelly, Mr. & Mrs. Charles W. Kingston, Capt. Karl
Krauter, Richard A. Labadie, William R. Lande, Phyllis
M. Leiren, David T. Lindsay, Larry L Luke, Ralph G.
Maida, Michael D. Marleau, Diana L Maryott,
Charlotte McClain, Lewis M . McDonald, Patricia D.
McKinney, Juanita M. McVay, Daniel E. Dekker, Linda
K. Doheny, William F. Epling, David G. Fehler, Dorothy
E. Floyd, Kay S. Frunz, Gretchen G. Garske, J.M .
Gilman, Pamela L Grant, Stephen D. Greenwood, John
T. Hackman, Paul A. Hallstein, Sallie A. Hamers, Randall
E. Hand, Bob J. Hansen, Marcia L Harrington, Wayne
P. Heller, Mildred J. Hoffman, Jan C. Horner, Katherine
M. Houck, Stephen J. Hyde,_Bob H. Johnson, John H.
Johnson , Richard A. Kappeler, Chad H. Kilmer, Robert
A. knotts, Jeannie Kuhlman, Linda C. Lee, Arnold A.
Linder, Dean E. Lombardi, Betty A. Lyerla, John D.
Maier, Jacqueline J. Manfred, Care>lyn S. Matherly Dora
F. McCollum, Roxy L McKee, Lorna M. McNall, Ernie ,J.
Meier, Wendy J. Miles, Shirley L Millheidler, David C.
Morris, Connie S. Musulin, Kathleen R. Nagy, Warren
G. New, Russell N. Noyd, Leo E. Olmstead, Ronald E.
Olson, Sharon Ormbrek, Elizabeth Patterson, George L
Perkins, Chris Peters, Joan M. Peterson, Carol J. Pounds,
Duane W. Reagan, Cecil R. Reed, Marney S. Reed, Olga
P. Renton, Evelyne 0. Rice, Reta J. Roberts, Connie A.

'90--Melissa (Fairchild) Schmid, communications, is a communications specialist for
MACTEC. She lives in Richland with her
husband, Donald.
'90--Wayne A. Smith, MBA, has taught
management at the U.S. Air Force Academy
for the past three years. He is a USAF
inteJJ.i gence officer.
__,-/ ~ /92-VanceJoseph Youmans, history, is
seasonal curator of the Lincoln County
(Washington) Historical Museum and an ESL
instructor at EWU.
'91-Jennifer (Houge) Field, English, is
ffice manager for Cray Research Inc. She
lives in Redmond, Wash., with her new
husband, Bryan.
'91-Merrily Manthey, MS-interdistiplinary,
has been selected Green River Community
College's Distinguished Alumna for 1994.
She is an analyst and strategist for the Kentbased Institute for Executive Management.
She holds the Honor Society Torch Award for
achieving three years of academic excellence
with a 3.9 or above.
'91-Jerry Selbe, business administration,
has started his own public accounting
practice at his home in Otis Orchards, Wash.
'91-Kristin Lu (Narramore) Stupey,
physical education, is an elementary physical
education teacher with the Kent School
district. She lives in Bellevue, Wash., with
her husband, Jamie.

A:

'91--Gloria Rivera, public administration, is
the new city planner for the city of SedroWoolley. She previously worked in Montana
as assistant planning director of Butte-Silver
Bow. She looks forward to living in a small
community close to the mountains.
'91-Kurt Erich Schulz, business administration/accounting, is a defensive back for the
Buffalo Bills. He currently resides in Buffalo,
New York, with his new bride, Susan.
'92-Tyrone Christian Abero, criminal
justice/ROTC, holds an Army post in the
communications area and is stationed in
Panama after a year in Korea on the DMZ.
'92-Paul Christy, BAE/physical education,
is the physical education teacher at Chain
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be traveling to Japan this summer for a second
·wedding.

'92-Amy Marie (Goffinet) Mead , BAEelementary, teaches in the Ketchikan Gateway
Borough School District. She currently lives in
Kanayama, Japan, the school district's sister
city. She will be spending a full year there
with her husband, Peter.
'92-Kathy M. (Phillips) Ruthven, BAEEnglish, is living in Walla Walla with her
husband, Steve ('89). She teaches English,
social studies and drama at DeSalles High
School.
'92-John C Yajko, BAE- Earth Science, is
currently teaching science and coaching
freshman football and track at Battleground
High School. He lives in Vancouver with his
wife, Christina.

'

'

Robinson, Lewis S. Rouse, Monte L Scacco, Alan R.
Scott, Conner W. Sheperd, Ardis M. Shirk, Albert L.
Sims, Eldon M. Smith, Judy L Speer, Lorelei A.
Springer, Robert L Steury, Raymond J. Stradley, Bonnie .
C. Swick, Thomas W. Taylor, Audrey L Terry, Terry E.
Thomsen, Kathleen P. Tobin, Wain M. Miller, Kristi B.
Miskiman, William H. Morton, Kathleen M. Musgrave,
Steven P. Nelson, David H. Nichols, Bonnie J. O'N~il,
Marlys H. Olson, Margaret J. Osburn, Michael E.
Perone, James S. Peterson, Richard L Price, Jr., Linda
M. Rehaume, Donna M. Rhoades, Robert L
Richardson, Roger L Rieve, Charles S. Robertson,
Arthur H. Rosengren, Patricia Ruemping, Charlotte E.
Saunders, Virginia E. Schults, Pauline D. Scott, Frank J.
Shimek, Roger 0. Silfvast, Kay I. Siple, ~dgar V. Smith,
Kathy M . Smith, Neva J. Spooner, Lewis E. Stansbury,
Ronald L Sydow, Margaret A. Thompson, Lee E.
TIiiotson, James M. Townsend, Louis L Townsend,
Leslie Waite, Delores J. Walter, Suzanne J. Way,
Frederick, J. Weity , Mary L. Welker, Robin L Wolfe,
Doyle E. Wood, Thomas C. Wright, Judith A. Zuemer,
Barbara M. Jordan, Peggy S. Wallace, David P.
Warrington, Stacy L. Webb, Rilla Weitz, Carolyn S.
Wheeler, Everett J. Widmer, Richard L. Womack, Marie
E. Wood, Ward M. Wyman , Richard M. i.atkovich,
William M. Stover;

CLASS OF 1960 LOST ALUMNI
We lack current addresses for the following
1960 alumni. We are planning a 35~year class
reunion during Homecoming, October 21,
1995, and would like to contact all 1960
graduates. If you can help us locate any of these
Eastern graduates, please write the EWU Alumni
Office, MS 16, Eastern Washington University,
Cheney WA 99004.
Alice M Barnes, Thomas D. Ernest, Mary E.
Williams, Frederic E. Andersen, Lt. Col. Josephine V.
Bailey, Lowry Bennett, Armand W. Boatman, Stella
Broesder, Alice B. Butts, Peter A. Davis, Cecil L Supey,
_ B~verly A. Fisher, Donna Gangstad, Lavern H. Glasgow,
Margaret Ee Harper, Floyd E. Hill Jr, Maxwell A. Jacobs,
Virginia E. Jensen, Correne Jonasen, Grace V. Kaufman,
Jerry D. Lee, ~obert L Linehan, Dean L Maughan, Ruth
G. Mcquaide, Marvin E. Novak, James W. Orr, Rachel
M. Parlet, Jackie M. Penning, Patricia M. Root, Richard
R. Sandall, Donald H. Sherfey, Gregory F. Smith, Helen
J. Aune, Uoyd A. Woolman, Carol A. Bagby, Betty E.
Barker, Ruth J. Bersch, Darleen R. Boyle, Merna J.
Brown, Bernard A. Carlson, Gail K. Church, James A.
Daugherty, Margaret C. Dicus , Donald R. Farnam,
Lieut. Gary L. Fuller, Robert L. Gilmore, Beth C.
Goostrey, Robert Harper, Robert L Irvine, Margaret L.
Jensen, Emma Job, Carl R. Jones, Alfred C. Keeler, Anne
C. Lundeen, Richard A. Mccammon, David H. Mohn,
Anne H. O'Connell, George E. Panagos, Larry E.
Pember, Jennie L Porter, Donald Rizzuto, Ralph Rosen,
Shirley M. Sauvageau, Edith E. Swank, Laurel I.
Thompson, William R. Volpentest, Maj. Karen G.
Wheeler, George J. Winkelseth, Gale D. Wyer, William
Zeeben, James J. Tierney, William Wetzler, Arthur
Wildey , Barbara C. Wiswall, Lt. Col. Frederic E. Yokom,
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'93--Hitomi (fanaka) Ringenbach, business
administration, is working for Supervalu
International in Tacoma. She married Darin
M. Ringenbach ('92) last summer.
'93--Greg Sattler, biology, is employed at the
University of Washington Regional Primate
Research Center at Medical Lake. His wife,
LaRae, is also a biology major who works at
the Research Center.
'93--Brian Leigh Talbott, BAE-English/
physical education, teaches English and
physical education at White Pass High School.
He lives in Randle, Wash., with his new wife,
Tricia (Garner), who completed her classes at
EWU and is student teaching in Morton.
'93--Anthony Teeters, business administration, is working with Schoedel & Schoedel,
Spokane, as a staff accountant. He is a
member of the Phi Delta Theta International
Fraternity.
'93--Lisa Jane (Berhoff) Tri, community
health education, is currently working with
the Yakima Valley Farmworkers Clinic as a
case manager. She lives in Toppenish with her
husband, Gregory Philip Tri.
'93--Karen Wiseman, BAE, special education,
was nominated for the 1994 Sallie Mae First
Class Teacher Award. She is teachfog at
Greenacres Elementary School this year.
'93--Robert T. Young, business administration, is working at Tompkins, Young anc! Mali
in Nanaimo, British Columbia, as a financial
planner. He is a member of the International
Phi Delta Theta Fraternity.
'94-Marcy Tollefson Boesel, business
administration, has taken over the position of
head volleyball coach at Okanogan High
School. She also works full time at Tollefson
Construction, Inc. She lives in Brewster with
her husband, Mike.
'94-Amy Harrington Drazic, master'sscience, is currently working as a speech
language pathologist in the Marysville School
District. She is living with her husband,
Adam, in Mt. Vernon, Wash.
'94-Lori Ann (Macculloch) McLaughlin,
business administration, works for Roan and
Associates in Spokane. She lives in Spokane
with her husband, Edmund, a '93 graduate.
'94-Tamara Knapp, BAE-music, is .c urrently
teaching music in Royal City, Wash. She
teaches 5th and 6th general music, 5th
through 12th band and high school choir.
'94-Lance Gerard Mills, community health
education, is executive director of the
southwest region of the American Cancer
Society, .h eadquartered in Longview, Wash.
His wife, Laura, is currently working on her
master's degree.

IN MEMORIAM
'17-Ruth (Stone) Torgerson, education, died
February 2, 1995. She taught for 30 years in
Spokane at Lincoln, Emerson, Wilson and
Audubon grade schools, and was the first
married teacher hired by District 81 in 1942.
She was a member of St Paul's United
Methodist Church and Alpha Chi.Omega.
'19-Alvida Cunningham Hoopingarner,
died November 6, 1994. Last spring, she was
selected queen of the Inland Northwest
Celebrate Life Pageant in Spokane. She was a
member of the Washington Association of
Wheat Growers, AJChapter of PEO, Order of
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Eastern Star, Martha Chapter #60, mother
advisor to Rainbow girls, Association of Past
Worthy Matrons, National Association of
Retired Teachers, Women's Auxiliary to the
Washington State Pharmaceutical Association,
Fairfield Presbyterian Church and the United
Church of Christ, Cheney.
'19-Rosa McFarland, education, died
January S, 1995. Early in her career, sl;le
taught in a one-room schoolhouse in Palouse,
Wash. She moved to Spokane with her family
in 1936--and helped her husband operate
several grocery stores. She was a 55-year
member of the Ledgerwood Evangelical
Church.
'23--Katherine Mabel (Helm) Davies,
education, died December 12, 1994. She
began her teaching career in 1923 and retired
when she married because married women
were not allowed to teach in 1934. She began
teaching again in 1948 in Cle Elum and
retired in 1964.
'25-0na Mae Cheney, education, died
December 16, 1994. She received her master's
degree from the University of Washington
and was an elementary teacher in the Spokane
area for 22 years and principal for 18 years
before retiring in 1966. She belonged to
Spokane Retired Teachers Association, Project
Joy and Second Church of Christ Scientist.
'25-A. Matilda Raisio, education, died
January 19,1995. She taught and was a
personal assistant for Spokane School District
81 from 1945 to 1967. She was a member of
Women of the Moose, Spokane B4siness and
Professional Women's Club and Spokane
Retired Teachers Association.
'26--Clarence Wynia, general studies, died
February 21, 1995. He worked at the Washington Machine Foundiy until his retirement in
1965, and was an owner and trainer of
racehorses and a member of the Elks Lodge.
'27-Dorothy Keller-, education, died
September 8, 1994.
'2S:-Evelyn Harvey Olsen, education, died
February 26, 1995. She taught school,
volunteered at a child development center
and, at the age of 60, began doing needlepoint which would come to receive national
awards. She was a member of the Assistance
League of Seattle.
'29/32-Mariane Hill, education, died August
13, 1994. She retired in 1974 after teaching at
Spokane's Roosevelt Elementary for 22 year$.
She was a member of Eastern Star, oa·ughters
of the Nile, Ladies of the Oriental Shrine,
Retired Teachers of Spokane, Alpha Delta
Kappa and Manito United Presbyterian
Church.
'30/'42-Ethel M. Beckwith, education, died
November 27, 1994. She taught in' Spokane
and Cheney for 33 years, retiring in 1970. She
was a member.of the Moran Prairie Grange,
Four Mound Homemakers Club and Washington State Retired Te·a chers Association.
'31-Morgan McNair, general studies, died
December 7, 1994. He worked for the postal
service for 47 years and belonged to the
Farmington United Methodist Church,
Anchor Lodge No 88, the Free and Accepted
Masons in Garfield and the Ladow Grand.
'32-Lucile Demary, education, died
November 2, 1994. She taught at the Lewis
and Clark Nursery School and was a member
of Manito Presbyterian Church, Spokane Rose
Society and Telephone Pioneers.
'32-lsabelle (Bernard) Doneen, edtication,
died October 27, 1994. Mrs. Doneen taught
school for two years before her marriage.
'32-Ruth Scholz, education, died October 7,
1994. She taught school for three years before
moving to Garfield to farm with her husband.

'33-Mabel M. Hemphill, education, died
January 28, 1995. She taught in Longview,
Wash., public schools for 30 years-until
retiring in 1968.
'33-Lura Clark Zook, education, died
October 3, 1993. Her daughter recently wrote
to our office regarding her parents' deaths.
Her father, Peter Zook, who also attended
EWU for a short time, died November 1991.
'39-Frederic Giles, MA-education, died
November 14, 1994. He taught school,
coached basketball, was assistant superintendent of schools and retired from the position
as Dean of UW. He supported the Seattle
Symphony, Seattle Repertory Theater, Seattle
Art Museum and March of Dimes.
'39-Vivian Kimball, general studies/
education, died December 1, 1994. She taught
elementary and junior high school in St; John
and was a Girl Scout leader and district
coordinator for the American Tuberculosis
Society. She was member of the St. John
Women's Hospital Guild and the Spokane
Club.

'Sl-F. Donald Tibbitts, biology, died August
6, 1994. Six weeks before his death he had
retired as a biology professor for the University of Nevada. Tibbitts earned the outstanding faculty award in 1973 and won numerous
honors including a medical school honorary
alumnus citation in 1989. He taught in the U
of N biology department for 35 years.
'S2-RobertJones, MEd, died January 9,
1995. Jones was a teacher and administrator
in Washington and Idaho, retiring in 1976.
He was on the board of the Coeur d'Alene
Teachers Association and a lifeguard at the
Coeur d' Alene beach. He was a member of
the Oaksdale Masonic Lodge.
'S2-Mildred Nelson, education, died
October 1, 1994. She was an elementary
school teacher and a member of the Eastern
Star Floral Charter 46.
'SZ-Arlin Perkins, general studies, died July
16, 1994. He taught sixth grade at Longfellow
and Logan schools in Spokane. After his
retirement in 1970 he traveled extensively in
the U.S. and Europe.

'41-John Kingsland, history, died in 1994.
He taught in several schools in the Spokane
area, spending his last 14 years at Ferris High
School. He retired in 1978.. He was a member
of the Spokane Club and Elks Lodge No 228.
Memorial contributions may be made to
Cancer Patient Care of Spokane, El24 Trent,
99202.
'

'S4-Cora Latham, elementary teaching, died
November 28, 1994. She was a lifetime
resident of Spokane, taught school and later
, worked as a credit manager and then returned
to teaching, retiring in 1969. Latham was a
member of the National Teachers Association,
j:he Spokane Retired Teachers Association and
Adelphi Chapter order of the Eastern Star.

'43--Jack Philleo, education, died January 9,
1994. He was a lifetime resident of Cheney,
serving as principal of Cheney Junior High
until his retirement in 1981. He was president
of the Washington Association of Secondary
School Principals and was past master of the
Masonic lodge in Cheney.

'S6/'S9-Stanley Faubion, MA-art, died
January 27, 1995. Faubion was an art teacher
at Lewis & Clark High School in Spokane for
20 years, retiring in the late '70s. He was a
member of the Weaver's Guild and built and
repaired clocks.

'45-S.Jeanne Bailor died in October 1994.
She received her B.A. in Education in 1945
and taught for a-few years in Connell, then
. returned to EWU for a master's in counseling.
From 1946-1953, she was assistant registrar at
Eastern, and from 1953 - 1979 she taught high
school in Port Townshend, Wash. She also
taught for a time in Walla Walla. Bailor's
activities included her work with the Presbyterian Church, the Hospital Auxiliary and a
German Club.
'49--Colleen Becker, education, died January
9, 1995. She was a teacher in Odessa, Wash.,
for 31 years, retiring in 1980. She also ,
belonged to Sprague Community Church and
th~ Order of Eas.t ern Star.
·
'49-Thomas John Winger, ~ducation, died
October 17, 1994. Winger retired from Sears,
Roebuck & Co., as a commercial contract sales
manager in 1983. He was_a charter meniber of
· the Moses Lake Elks Lodge.
'SO-Cecil Robinette, early childhood
education, died February 4, 1995. He taught
in Washington schools since 1952, receiving a
master's degree from Whitworth and his
_principal's credentials in ·l9-71. While teaching
at Shadle Park he was adviser to the Associated Student Body and the Future Teachers of
America. He also was a former EW.UAA board
member.
'SO-Joseph Jerue, general studies, died
March 10, 1995. He finished his education at
San Francisco College of Mortuary Science and
owned Jerue's Cheney Funeral Home since
1959. He served in the Coast Guard during
WWII. He was a member of Washington State
Funeral Directors, the National Funeral
Directors Association, United Church of
Christ, Masonic Lodge 42 and the El Katif
Shrine Temple. He also was a retired volunteer
of the Cheney Fire Department.
'Sl--Claude 'Ed' Crooks, MEd, died February
20, 1995. He served as an educator and
elementary principal in the Spokane School
District and lived in Spokane for 70 years.

'S7-Dorothy (Dorman) Perham Lowe,
education, died January 25, 1995. She taught
mathematics at Spokane's Lewis and Clark
High School from 1958 to 1962. Lowe
belonged to Plymouth Congregational
Church and Pi Beta Phi. She was a former
board member of the Hutton Settlement and
was formerly associated with the American
Association of University Women and the
YWCA.
'SS-Helena Wagner, education, died January
21, 1995. Wagner, who immigrated to the
U.S. from Russia when she was 4 years old,
attended Cheney Normal School in 1928,
then returned to EWU and completed her
degree in 1958. She was very active in the St.
Paul Lutheran Church.

FACULTY

IN MEMORIAM

Kenneth Kennedy died January 8, 1995. He
culminated his career in education as a vice
president of EWU wh_e ri he received the title
of vice president emeritus. Kennedy served on
the Cheney City Council, the Spokane
County Planning Commission and the State
Disclosure Commission.
Don R. Lake, head of the Reference Department in Eastem's JFK Library, died November
14, 1994. He worked on campus from 1965
until ill health forced him to retire in March
last year. Lake was often in classes throughout
campus, was an avid reader and a discriminating bibliophile.
Dr. ·Dennis E. Schwalm, professor of physics,
died January 3, 1995, after a two year fight
with Leukemia. He taught at EWU for 25
years.
CORRECTION
The last issue of Perspective featured an
incorrect spelling for James Wright Baylor,
'28, who passed away in August 1994. We
regret the error.
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